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This thesis, DesignReality Gaps in Open Source Information Systems Development: An
Action Research Study of Education andHealthcare Systems in Tanzania, is submitted in
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includedattheendoftheintroductorychapters.
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This thesis, DesignReality Gaps in Open Source Information Systems Development: An
ActionResearchStudyofEducationandHealthcareSystemsinTanzania,presentsatheoretical
and empirical informed analysis of Free Open Source Software (FOSS) development in the
domain of health and education information systems in Tanzania. Historically, FOSS
developmenthasbeendrivenbyuserdevelopercommunitieswhoarealsotheusersofFOSS
applications. The use of FOSS applications in information systems (IS) characterised by
distinctiveusersanddevelopercommunitiesasseparategroupshasreceivedlimitedattention
inFOSSliterature.TheFOSSdevelopmentapproach,aswellasthejustificationsforusingFOSS
in the infrastructure domain where users are developers, are inherently problematic when
appliedintheISdomainindevelopingcountries.Thereisanurgentneedtoidentifyalternative
conceptualisations of the FOSSphenomenon suitable to the goals and context of information
systemsindevelopingcountries.Thethesisfocusesontheinterplaybetweenthesociotechnical
conditions of IS in developing countries and the FOSS development approach. The thesis




The thesis is informedbypower, translation, andnetwork analysisperspectivesof theActor
NetworkTheory,withadditionalconceptsfromnetworksofactionandthedesignrealitygaps
analysis.Theseconceptsareusedtobuildaframeworkforthedesignrealitygapsinthecontext
of FOSS development in developing countries. The framework identifies three archetypal
situations:developer–sponsor,globaldeveloper–localdeveloper,andlocaldeveloper–localusergaps.
The thesis draws its empirical material from two case studies of implementing open source
information systems in the health and education sectors in Tanzania from 2005 to 2007. The
researchdesign is basedonparticipatory action research in specific information systems: the
DistrictHealthInformationSoftware(DHIS)inthehealthinformationsystemandtheStudent
AcademicRegisterInformationSoftware(SARIS)intheeducationinformationsystem.
FOSS development in developing countries centres on the formation of sustainable
collaborative networks through sharing of software and knowledge. These networks are
important in helping a developing country to support the day to day customisation and
managing of FOSS products. Implementing FOSS in IS requires substantial investment on
localising the software, training users, and developing support networks. An alternative
conceptualisationofFOSSdevelopmentwhichemphasisescolocatedprojectorganisationsasa
coping strategy to meet the challenges of socialtechnical influences is advisable. This is a
differentapproachfromworkingonvirtualteams.Furthermore,thethesisidentifiestheroleof
politicalnegotiationsinsupportingFOSSdevelopmentinIS.
Proposed strategies for bridging the developer–sponsor gap are to facilitate understanding of
FOSSphilosophy amongglobal and local networks, to facilitatepolitical negotiations, and to
promote the private sector. The global developer–local developer gap can be addressed through
focusingoncapacitybuilding,mutual learningbetweenglobaland localdevelopers (through
howto and handson support), and implementing FOSS technologies curriculum in the










developing country like Tanzania to adopt FOSS driven Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) implementation strategies is a compelling one.
ManyjustificationsfordevelopingcountriestoadoptFOSShavebeencited,including
the notion that FOSS reduces software licensing costs, helps developing countries
avoidbeinglockedintoproprietarysoftware,advancesknowledgethroughaccessto
thesourcecodes,anditisameansforsettingupaninformationeconomy(Câmara&
Fonseca, 2007; May, 2006; Meystre & Müller, 2005; Weber, 2003; Weerawarana &
Weeratunga,2004).
MostattemptsforimplementingICTshaveendedupontheshelves(Bhatnagar,2000;
Bhatnagar & BjørnAndersen, 1990; Heeks, 2002). Even in governmentbacked ICT
projects, there is a huge gulf between the hype about the role of Information
Technology (IT) and reality (Heeks, 2006). Like any other process of introducing
technology, FOSS implementation in developing countries is subject to the same
challengesothertechnologiesfaceduetothenatureofthecontext.
Using examples of ICT initiatives in government supportive systems, Heeks (2003)
argues that central to egovernment success and failure is the amount of change
betweenwherewearenowandwheretheegovernmentprojectwantstogetus.
Where we are now means the current realities of the situation. Where the e
governmentprojectwantstogetusmeansthemodelorconceptionsandassumptions
built into theprojectsdesign.Egovernment success and failure thereforedependon
the size gap that exists between current realities and design of the egovernment
project.Thelargerthisdesignrealitygap,thegreatertheriskofegovernmentfailure.
Equally,thesmallerthegap,thegreaterthechanceofsuccess.(Heeks,2003,p.3)
According to Heeks (2003), the designreality gap exists around seven dimensions
abbreviatedasITPOSMO:Information,Technology,Processes,Objectivesandvalues,
Staffingandskills,Managementsystemsandstructures, andother resources suchas
1 the gap between those able to benefit by digital technologies and those who are not 
(www.digitaldivide.org) 
2
time andmoney. Thedesignreality gap analysis indicates that FOSS, like other ICT
initiatives in developing countries, would face many common constraints from
hardware, training, and basic infrastructures such as electricity, Internet, and
telecommunicationslines(Musa,Mbarika,&Meso,2005).
Moreover,thefreedomsenvisionedinFOSSarebythemselvesathreattoitsadoption
in developing countries. For example, as FOSS advocates low cost software
procurement, itmaybeseenasa threat tocorruptpoliticianswhoassumethatFOSS
would reduce theirpotentialkickbacks from theprocurementof softwarepackages.
Thus, in addition to technical skills and infrastructure, politics is another major




Weber (2004) points out that combining FOSS tools with the technical workforce
availableindevelopingcountriescanenabletechnologytransfer.Weber(2004)argues
that‘theessenceofopensourceisnotthesoftware;itistheprocessbywhichsoftware
is created’ (p.56). FOSS should have farreaching effects, as Weber (2004) says, ‘of
course informationtechnologyandopensource inparticular isnotasilverbullet for




in different organisations and in different geographical areas,with various levels of
income and IT infrastructures. Fitzgerald (2006) agrees that FOSS offers a real
paradigmshift inhoworganisationsadopt ICT,buthepoints tomanychallenges in
making FOSS work effectively in developing countries. The issues are limited
institutional mechanisms to support, business models that support FOSS ideology,
licensingarrangements,technicalcapacitytodealwithFOSSdevelopment,capacityof
universities tooffer relevant training,andknowledgeofFOSSand languagebarriers
(Fitzgerald, 2006). This implies that there ismuch potential for FOSS in developing
countries,butmanychallengeswithitsimplementation.
Currently,thereisanincreasingrateofFOSSuptakeindevelopingcountries(FOSSFA,
2004). However, many are based on the infrastructure side, adopting the Linux
operatingsystemandserversideprograms(webserver,mailserver,database,andfile
sharing utilities). The use of FOSS in specific software applications such as human
resource databases, payroll, accounting, education systems, and health information
systems is still emerging and few studies have been conducted. The use of FOSS
applications in information systems domain characterised by distinctive users and
developercommunitiesasseparategroupshasreceivedlimitedattentionintheFOSS
literature.TheFOSSdevelopmentapproach,aswellasthejustificationsforusingFOSS
in the infrastructure domainwhere users are developers, are inherently problematic
when applied in the IS domain in developing countries. There is an urgent need to
identifyalternative conceptualisationsof theFOSSphenomenonsuitable to thegoals
andcontextofinformationsystemsindevelopingcountries.
Tanzania,oneoftheleastdevelopingcountries,wouldbenefitfromFOSSifaccepted
and practiced. This thesiswas an attempt to decode the FOSS liberation (Chopra&









Tanzania inparticularanddevelopingcountries ingeneral tobenefit fromadopting
FOSS.
In this thesis, I studied the conceptualisation of FOSS and the way the FOSS
communitywasorganisedandpracticedsoftwaredevelopment,sourcecodesharing,
and economic incentives. This exploration of the FOSS phenomenon served as
4
background information formycasestudiesandwasuseful for introducingFOSS to
thoseunfamiliarwiththisphenomenon.ThecurrentFOSSliteratureisfocusingonthe
useofFOSSininfrastructurewhereusersaredevelopers.Littleissaidonthecontext
where users are not computer professionals. The first objective is concerned with
identifyingwaystopresentFOSSintheISdomainofadevelopingcountry.
TheFOSSphenomenon is treatedasaviablealternativestrategy for ICTadoption in
developing countries. The main justification is that FOSS enables countries to save
money from software licensing costs; it promotes indigenous technological
development and facilitates technology translation (Weerawarana & Weeratunga,
2004). However, there is a need to determine how to increase participation of
TanzaniansinFOSSdevelopmentprojects.
To meet these objectives, first, I conducted an explorative case study in eight
organisations from Tanzania and Norway. Exploration of the use of FOSS in a
developed country (Norway) and a developing country (Tanzania) provided insight
withwhich to discuss the FOSS phenomenon.Action research is the second route I
took in this study. Iwas emphatically engaged in the actual implementation of two
largescale Open Source Information Systems (OSIS). The first case study was the
implementationoftheHealthInformationSystem(HIS)inZanzibar.Thesecondcase






ICT initiatives, indicate that the gaps are widening as developers ignore social
conditions(people,culture,andpolitics)inwhichtechnologicalchangeprocessoccurs.





basically take account of the social conditions while implementing technological
change. IdrawonActorNetworkTheory (ANT)notionsof translation (Callon, 1986)
andnetworkanalysis(Law&Callon,1992)asmyanalyticalframeworkforstudyingthe
implementationofFOSS inTanzania.TheANTreveals that technological changes in
information systems imply not only technical redesign, but redesign of an entire
sociotechnicalnetworkandtranslatingandaligningdifferentactors’interests.
InANTperspective,theinterestsofheterogeneousactors(humanandnonhuman)are
inscribed in artefacts and interact in order to be translated. As a result, actors form
alliances of networks in order to mobilise support for a particular solution of their
interest (Bijiker,Hughes&Pinch, 1987;Latour, 1987).Thus,ANTmakes rolesof the
socialconditionsasimportantastechnologyartefacts.Furthermore,theANTnotionof
network analysis model introduces the concept that, in a technological change




(Law&Callon, 1992). Inmany projects in developing countries, the global network
represents thedonor community,who funds andprovides technical expertise to the
projects. On the other hand, the usually local people work inside of a project to
produce a successful working tool using the funds and expertise provided by the
globalnetwork(Law&Callon,1992).
As FOSS development is driven by geographically distributed developers located
globally, analysis of global and local networks is important. It helps to analyse the
proximity of the local development team to global support, e.g., how the software
developmentteamoftheDistrictHealthInformationSoftware(DHIS)inZanzibargets
support from the global Health Information System Programme (HISP) in terms of
funds and technical support. Learning the organisational arrangement of the project
and the way local development overcomes the challenges imposed by limited
infrastructure and communication lineswould help to adviseworking strategies for
adoptingFOSSinadevelopingcountrylikeTanzania.
6
In addition to ANT perspectives, I drew on other two perspectives: technology
translation (Nhampossa, 2006) andnetworks of action (Braa et al., 2004).Although the
technology translation perspective is based on ANT’s translation notion, it carries
additional concepts that influence the transfer of technology from one developing
countrytoanother.Nhampossa(2006)arguesthat,‘technologyneedstobesustainable,
at thesametimeneedstoremainflexibleenoughtoaccommodatechangesoccurring
over time and space’ (p.57). This implies that not only the process of transferring
technology,butalsothecharacteristicofthetechnologyitselfhasaroleinitsdiffusion
inthedestinationcontext.
A more flexible technology like FOSS, which ships with its trade secrets, has the
potential to be localised and hence appropriated locally while maintaining its
international flavour (Nhampossa, 2006). Furthermore, Braa et al. (2004) argue that
localised individual initiatives should be connected as large networks of action




Drawing from the theoretical discussion, the thesis’s analytical framework on the
developmentofhealthandeducationopensourceinformationsystemsinTanzaniais




The study contributions were twofold: theoretical and practical. The theoretical
contributionwasthefollowing:
ReconceptualisationoftheFOSSphenomenonperceivedasanongoinglearningprocesson
the way FOSS was interpreted and its development was practiced in the context of
informationsystemsinthedevelopingcountries.
Thepracticalcontributionwasthefollowing:




In this study, I adopted multiple case studies, but the main audience of the study
findingswasTanzania,wherethemainresearchsettingswerelocated.SituatedinEast
Africa, mainland Tanzania became independent from British rule in 1961 and was
united with Zanzibar in 1964, when it became the United Republic of Tanzania. In




country that has embraced socialism for years. Though currently the government of
Tanzania does not practise socialism, its legacy is verymuch alive. Although FOSS
developers deny having a political agenda, sociologists believe that this denial is
enacted through a particular cultural exercise of free speech facilitating the broad












(Perens, 2005). FOSSunderscores the freedomof an individual’s right to create, use,
anddistributesoftwareinamannerthatallowsthesameforothers.FOSSemphasises
the logic of nondiscrimination to create conditions for free action and thought. The
softwaresourcecodeistreatedasaformofspeech(Raymond,2001).
8
FOSS as a new paradigm shift of software development and ownership (Fitzgerald,
2006) is reminiscent of the old ujamaa policy of Tanzania. The ideas of ujamaa were
developedbyNyerere,thefirstPresidentofTanzania.Totheoutsideworld,ujamaaisa
form of African socialism, advocated across the continent immediately after its
independence.African socialism inTanzania,however, isuniqueandoutstanding in
thatitwasadeliberateattempttoredefinetheWesternideaofsocialisminanAfrican
context, expressing it in an indigenous language, Kiswahili (Tsuruta, 2006).Nyerere
(1962)argues that ‘Socialism– likedemocracy– is anattitudeofmind. Ina socialist
society, it is the socialist attitudeofmind,andnot the rigidadherence toa standard
political pattern, which is needed to ensure that the people care for each other’s
welfare’(Nyerere,1962,p.162).
FirstformulatedinanessaybyNyererepublishedin1962(Nyerere,1962),ujamaawas
adopted as state policy when the landmark Arusha Declaration was issued in 1967
(Nyerere, 1968).Ujamaa derives from jamaa (relative or companion), a very familiar
word toKiswahili speakers; thusujamaa canbe translatedas familyhood. Therefore,
the termujamaadoes not escape the connotations and associations of kinship, tribal
hospitality, and thewelfareobligationsof the extended family, evenwhen it isused
simply tomeanmodern socialism (Tsuruta, 2006). It is important tonote that, in the
caseof theujamaapolicy, therewasnosocialist ideologycopiedfromtheEastor the
West;rather,anAfricanSocialismwasdeveloped.
Nyerere describes the basic principles of this socialism as a society in which all
members have equal rights and equal opportunities; inwhich all people can live at
peacewith theirneighbourswithout sufferingor imposing injustice,beingexploited,
or exploiting; and in which all people have a gradually increasing basic level of
material welfare before any individual lives in luxury (Neyerere, 1968). African
socialism did not have the ‘benefit’ of the Agrarian Revolution or the Industrial
Revolution.Itdidnotstartfromtheexistenceofconflicting‘classes’insociety.Nyerere






right to subsistence and thenormof reciprocity’ (Scott, 1976,p. 167).Nyerere (1968)




transformation of the rural areas into socialist communities so that all political and
economic activities were collectively organised (Boesen, Madsen, & Moody, 1977;




Tanzanians as a nostalgic relic of a bygone age, or an outmoded ideology (Tsuruta,
2006).Ujamaafailedmainlybecauseofseveralcontradictions.Forexample,theujamaa
villagepolicywas supposed tobebasedon the initiativesof the farmers themselves
because self help and mutual cooperation were the keywords. The role of the
government was to merely support such initiatives. However, Scheigman (2003)
criticisesthattheinitiativesweretakenbythegovernmentandhenceturnedintoatop
down implementation process. The topdown approach ended with little or no
participationofthepeoplethemselves.Thepolicyalsofailedbecauseequality,respect
forhumandignity,andthedesiretopreventexploitationofmanbymanareofmoral
andnormativenature (Ngotyana,1973).Therewasno incentive towork together, to
invest more in agricultural practices, or to increase agricultural production; such
changesshouldbebasedonsocialoreconomicincentives(Ngotyana,1973).
Despitethefailureoftheujamaapolicy,itwasaseriousattempttoseekanalternative
based onAfrican experience and perceptions,which is not very dissimilar from the
communitybaseddevelopmentapproachoftoday.Whenworkinginthepublicsector
(governmentowned establishments),most individuals, includingmanagers, arewell
awareofujamaa;manystillbelieveitwasacorrectpolicy,butitsimplementationwas
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The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the research domain,
objectives,andprovidesanoverviewoftheadoptedtheory.Chapter2isanoverview
of the FOSS phenomenon, and Chapter 3 is a presentation of the theoretical
perspectives adopted as analytical framework of the empirical material. The
framework identifies three gaps sponsordeveloper, globaldeveloperlocaldeveloper
and local developerlocal user gaps. Chapter 4 is the research approach, which is
interpretiveapproachtoparticipatoryactionresearch.Chapter5providesasummary
of the papers, and a synthesis of the findings in a preliminary analysis. Chapter 6





This chapter presents the underlying philosophy of the Free Open Source Software
(FOSS)phenomenonanditsperspectiveonintellectualpropertyrightsinSections2.1
and 2.2, respectively. Section 2.3 provides a detailed description of the FOSS
development approach, also referred to as “transformation.” Section 2.4 presents
economicperspectives that explain themotivations for softwaredevelopers to freely
reveal their innovative software and the source code. Section 2.5 presentsmoreuse
focusedmotivationsthatleadindividualsandorganisationstouseFOSSproducts.An
idea on stakeholders who develop, fund, and use FOSS products is presented in
Section2.6.Section2.7relatestheadvantages,constraints,andcasestudiesoftheFOSS




May (2006) notes that computer software is expensive because it is subject to
intellectualpropertyrights.Fortunatelythereisacheapalternative–Free/LibreOpen
Source Software (FOSS). Weber (2003, p. 2) illustrates the difference between
proprietaryandopensourcesoftwareasfollows:
…whenapersonpurchasesaproprietarysoftwarehebuysarighttouselicense.You
can use proprietary software on a computer but only under very specific terms: you
cannot reproduce it, modify it, improve it, or redistribute your own version of the
software to others. Copyright, licenses, patents, and other legal structures provide a
layer of legal protection to this regime, but there is an even more fundamental
mechanismthatstopsyoufromdoinganyofthesethings:proprietarysoftwaremakers
donotreleasetheirsourcecode.
While inproprietary software, the source code is the touchstoneof the conventional
intellectual property regime for computer software, the FOSSprocess simply inverts
thislogic;thesourcecodeisreleasedalongwiththesoftwaretoanyoneandeveryone
who chooses touse it (Weber, 2004).There are twomovements thatguide theFOSS










byonemovementas aFOSSproduct isdone soby theother aswell.Thereare two










your neighbour. Freedom 4: The freedom to improve the program, and release your














An alternative definition of FOSS is theOpen SourceDefinition (OSD),which takes
into account the distribution of FOSS as well as access to source codes. The OSD
defines terms of rights (Perens, 2005) to which a software licence must conform in
ordertobecertifiedasaFOSSproduct.
1. Free Redistribution: The license shall not restrict any party from selling or giving






allow them to be distributed under the same terms as the license of the original
software.
4. Integrity of TheAuthor’s Source Code: The licensemay restrict source code from
beingdistributedinmodifiedformonly ifthelicenseallowsthedistributionof“patch
files”withthesourcecodeforthepurposeofmodifyingtheprogramatbuildtime.




7. Distribution of License: The rights attached to the program must apply to all to






















theOpenSourcemovement, nonfree software is a suboptimal solution. For the Free
Software movement, nonfree software is a social problem and free software is the
solution.
Despitethesefundamentaldifferences,theFreeSoftwareandOpenSourcemovements
are treated thesame in this thesis; focus ison the issuescommonanduseful toboth
movements.
2.1.4PhilosophyandValues
The definitions of FOSS indicate an understanding that software is an important
building block in the information society and that the control of this infrastructure
needs to remain accessible to all (Klang, 2005). Stallman (2002, p. 57) argues that
‘talking about freedom, about ethical issues, about responsibilities as well as
convenience,isaskingpeopletothinkaboutthingstheymightratherignore.Thiscan
trigger discomfort and some people may reject the idea for that.’ Stallman’s stance
giveshintsthatthereareethicalvaluesembeddedintheFOSSphenomenon.Onesuch
ethic is the ‘hacker’ ethic. In theFOSScommunity, thosewho identify themselvesas
hackersenjoyexploringthedetailsofprogrammablesystems,enjoyprogramming,and
aregoodatprogrammingquickly(Raymond,2003).
Raymond (2003) underscores that hacking is characterised by an appropriate
applicationofingenuity.AspresentedintheHackers’JargonFile,2ethicscommonto
allhackersmaintainthatinformationsharingisapowerfulpositivegood,andthatitis
an ethical duty of hackers to share their expertise by writing open source codes
whenever possible. Also, hackers believe that systemcracking and exploration are
ethically fine, provided the cracker commits no theft, vandalism, or breach of
confidentiality (Raymond, 2003). Williams (2002) notes that when Richard Stallman
2 The Jargon File is a Hacker's Dictionary file maintained by Eric Raymond  - http://catb.org/jargon/  
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wasworkingattheMIT,hisstancetoopposesecuritymeasuresthatrequiredtheuse
of passwords in the computer room was ethically driven in that the entire art of
hacking reliedon intellectual openness and trust.Theuseofpasswordswouldhave
imposedbarriersonintellectualopenness.
Ideological issues in society have been long recognised. For example, whenwriting
aboutopensocietyanditsenemies,Popper(1945)establishedthatopennesshasthree
aspects: ideological, political, and legal. The FOSS phenomenon has a substantial
ideological stance. Stallman (2002) criticises copyright laws, saying that they fitwell
with the printing system industry because it restricts only the mass producers of
copies; it does not take freedom away from readers of books (Stallman, 2002, p.45).
Stadler (2003) claims that no software is perfect; hence, the notion of free revealing
softwaresourcecodeisawayoffixingbugs.Generally,theFSFmovementmaintains




hurts no one. This leads to the argument that software should not have an owner
(Stallman,2002)becausetheideasandinstitutionsconcerningthepropertyofmaterial
objects areaboutwhether it is right to takeanobject away fromsomeoneelse. Such
ideasdonotapplytomakingacopyofsomethingbecausecopyinghasnodirecteffect










it in thepublicdomain, uncopyrighted.Putting software in thepublicdomainmay
fall into the hands of someonewho canmake changes and distribute the results as
proprietarysoftware.Thesolution:wheneversoftwareisplacedinthepublicdomain,
itshouldbecopyrighted.SincecopyrightsinFOSSproductspermitallthingsthatare
restricted by traditional copyrights, the term “copyleft” is used to denote that the
copyright allows anyone who redistributes the software, with or without changes,
must pass along the freedom to further copy and change it (Stallman, 2002, p.89).
LernerandTyrole(2001,p.821)statethat‘opensourcesoftwareshouldnotbeconfused
with shareware (which is freely distributed, but whose source code remains
proprietary)andpublicdomainsoftware(whichisnotlicensedandisthususableby
everyonewithout constraint).’Thesearguments insiston the importanceof licensing
softwarewhichisawayofapplyingcopyrightstoasoftwareapplication.
2.2.2Patents
May (2006) argues that the choice between proprietary software and free or open
source software is a policyproblem that requires urgent attention. The emphasis on
continual innovation in FOSS puts it into direct conflict with the ideologies of
patenting (Chopra &Dexter, 2008). Stallman (2002) claims that intellectual property
laws are a big threat to software development. Copyrights cover the details of
expressionofawork,butnotideas;patentsonlycoverideasandtheuseofideas.Thus,
copyrights cover copying only,while a patent is the absolutemonopoly of using an
idea (Stallman, 2002). A patent in software is the function of the software that is
protected, even if the actual code has beenmodified sufficiently to avoid copyright
infringement(May,2006,p.131).Sincewritingsoftwareinvolvesacollectionofideas,










and required characteristic of Open Source software (Feller & Fitzgerald, 2002).
Bonnaccorsci and Rossi (2003, p.1248) insist that ‘licenses are the most important
institution in the governance structure of Open Source projects.’  The FOSS
phenomenon ‘must not be confused with public domain software, which is
unconditionally free and not copyrighted because even users of public domain
softwaremay have access to the program source code’ (Krishnamurthy, 2003, p.47).
Thus, licenses are the key differentiating feature between FOSS and Public Domain
Software (Hansen, Köhntopp, & Pfitzmann, 2002; Krishnamurthy, 2003; Lerner &
Tirole,2001).
Lerner and Tirole (2005, p.22) categorise FOSSbased licenses into ‘three classes:
unrestrictive, restrictive, and highly restrictive licenses.’ An unrestrictive allows
licensees to do anything with their software. Under unrestrictive license, such as a
BerkelySoftwareDefinition (BSD) license, takingaFOSSproductand turning it into
proprietary software is allowed. A restrictive license requires that when a modified
version of the software is distributed, the source code must be made generally
available (Lerner & Tirole, 2005). An example of a restrictive license is the Lesser
General Public License (LGPL). A highly restrictive license restricts licensees from
minglingtheirsourcecodeswithsoftwarethatdoesnotemploysuchalicense.Lerner




license cannot be taken from the public through proprietary modifications
(Ackermann, 2003). Three key points in the GPL are (1) software object code
distribution must provide access to the source code at no charge; (2) software








sellopensourcesoftware. Itmerelysaysthata licenseeneednotpaythe licensorfor
additional copieshemakeshimself, even if thosecopiesaredistributed toothers. (c)
Licenseesarefreetocreatederivativeworksofopensourcesoftwareandtodistribute
them without payment of royalties to a licensor. This is based on the notion that
quality software is built upon earlier software andpromotes the progress of science
andusefularts.(d)Licenseesarefreetoaccessandusethesourcecodeofopensource
software.This requires the licensor tomakesource codesavailable to licenseesupon
request at no cost, not necessarily to distribute the code to everyone. Lastly, (e)
Licensees are free to combine open source and other software.Open source licenses




support providers. Furthermore, the strength of the FOSS phenomenon is that any
programmercan tailoranopensourceprogramtospecificmarkets inorder to reach





In explaining the software development process (transformation) in FOSS, Weber
(2003) argues that the standard way of organising the production of proprietary
software has been much like the standard way of building a complex industrial
product;thereisaformaldivisionoflabourthatusesproprietaryknowledge,guarded
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by restrictive intellectual property rights, enclosed within a corporate hierarchy, to
guideandgoverntheprocess.However,FOSSisorganiseddifferentlyinthat‘alarge
andcomplex systemof code canbebuilt,maintained,developed, andextended in a
nonproprietary settingwheremany developerswork in a highly parallel, relatively
unstructuredwayandwithoutdirectmonetarycompensation’(Weber,2003,p.1).The
generic FOSS development process is characterised as follows (Feller & Fitzgerald,
2002,p.84):
[It] is parallel, rather than linear; involves large communities of globally distributed
developers;utilizestrulyindependentpeerreview;providespromptfeedbacktousers





2006).Raymond (2001)uses theCathedral and theBazaarmetaphor to represent the
transformation of FOSS, arguing that proprietary software production is like the
carefully planned building of a cathedral, while FOSS production is a chaotic
interaction of participants analogous to an oriental bazaar. This hints at a major
difference between the two types of software development: strong powerful
management onone side (i.e., proprietary) and loosely relateddevelopers andusers
organisedinseveralthousandseeminglyinterdependentprojectsontheotherside(i.e.,





and parallel development. That is, more than one developer works on the same
module of software.Theoretically, this characteristic of FOSSdevelopment improves
thequalityofproductsbyallowingmultiplesolutionstothesameproblemtocompete
with each other (Weerawarana & Weeratunga, 2004). The parallel and redundancy
developmentfeatureinFOSSispeculiarsinceitappearstohavesidesteppedBrooks’






implementation phase,which features submission of source codes; review of source
codes; precommit testing of contributed codes; development release; parallel
debugging; and production release (Feller & Fitzgerald, 2002; Weerawarana &
Weeratunga, 2004;Wichmann, 2002). InFOSS,planning, analysis, anddesignphases





paradigms favoured by the FOSS development community, the strong modularity
characteristicofFOSSproducts,andtherelativecomplexityofFOSSproducts(Feller&
Fitzgerald,2002). In theirstudyofseveralopensourceprojects,FellerandFitzgerald
(2002) conclude that the most common programming language used is C, which is
favouredformostlowlevelsystemsprogramming,butthereisanincreasingtrendof
usingObjectOrientedprogramminglanguagessuchasC++andJAVA,whichsupport
componentbased reuse. Other scholars have noted that ‘the objectorientation (OO)
paradigmhasincreasinglybeenintegratedincomputerscienceeducationaswellasin
a variety of professional practices’ (Kaasbøll, Fjuk, Karahasanoc & Groven, 2006, p.
205).ApartfromlowlevellanguagesandOO,FOSSdevelopersarealsomakinguseof
a bootstrapping approach (Ciborra, 2000). Bootstrapping in FOSS is the tendency of
using FOSS products, especially scripting languages and source code management
tools,todevelopmoreFOSSproducts.Today,Internetapplicationsareontheleadand




of the FOSS process and is the result of the highly modular nature of many FOSS








manyFOSSproductsreveals thatmostof the linesofsourcecodes inthemajorityof
open source projects are taken from the commons of other open source software
projects(vonKroghetal.,2005).






a private company develops a software product, for which it holds the intellectual
property rights. As the product becomes popular, its functionality and conceptual
model becomes wellestablished and part of the “public commons.” The popularity
andusabilityof thesoftwaremotivatesother institutionstodevelopapublicdomain
equivalent, as in the Open Office suite. In the standardsled perspective, standards
consolidate a technologyandallowcompatible solutions fromdifferentproducers to
competeinthemarketplace.CâmaraandFonseca(2007)presentedanexampleofthe
Portable Operating System Interface for UNIX (POSIX), the popular multitasking,
multiuseroperatingsystemstandardforoperatingsystems,whichhasguidedLinux.
ThisviewofsharedconceptualisationinFOSSisalsonotedbyotherauthors,whonote
that the bulk of FOSS products belong to software engineering domains, where the
general requirements and the architectural reference models are wellknown and
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accepted (Feller & Fitzgerald, 2002). Since many FOSS projects, especially the
infrastructurebased applications (operating system, database management systems,
and server side applications), are implementations of complex but wellunderstood
specifications, modularity facilitates the distributed, parallel process, and the
software’s complexity represents an attractive challenge for the FOSS programmer
(Feller & Fitzgerald, 2002). This is to say, because of modular architectures and





the source of feedback and/or contributors. In this case, configuration management
tools are very important. According to Fogel (2006), Concurrent Versions Systems
(CVS)isthemostcommontoolusedforconfigurationmanagement.CVSsimplifiesthe
process of incorporating changes to the repository and gives anonymous readonly
access to a project’s source code repository (Fogel, 2006). According to Feller and
Fitzgerald(2002),developersareworkinginparallelwithnoformaldivisionoflabour,




of labour, coordinationmechanisms, distribution of decisionmaking authority, and
decisionmakingboundaries(Nohria,1995).Thenormismodestyandselfdeprecation
on the part of developers because contributions from others drive the entire FOSS
model(Wichmann,2002).MostFOSSactivitiestakeplaceonlineandthus‘theInternet
is theprimary enabler of the FOSSdevelopment anddistributionprocess,making it
possibleforwidelydistributedgroupstoshareideasandsoftwareextremelyquicklyat





arguing that ‘in many ways, facetoface community is reemerging, and although
muchFOSS activity occurs in virtual spaces, there is an increasing amount of “real”
worldactivityaswell’ (p.129).Theyargue that there isan increasingnumberof co







strict controlling and coordinatingmechanisms. The study by Bonaccorsi and Rossi
(2003) concludes that in a FOSS project there is a wellrespected leader or core
development groupwhere 10% of developers writemore than 70% of the software
source code. A study of the Apache project reveals that 15 developers contribute
almost90%ofthecode(Mockus,Fielding,&Herbsleb,2000).Anotherstudyconcludes
that 10% of 2,784 developers make up almost threequarters of the software source
codeof a specificFOSSproject (Ghoshet al., 2002).This suggests that inmostFOSS
projects, thedecisionmakerwith the final sayaboutprojectdevelopment reliesona




software programs for free given economic theories. They suggest that FOSS brings
developers specific, tangible, and favourable economic benefits that are sensible and
quite lucrative. Sauer (2007) study offers similar conclusion, though it suggestmore
data are need to explore the issue. There are both immediate and delayed benefits.
Immediate benefits includemonetary compensation and the opportunity to fix bugs
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andcustomiseaprogramforthedeveloper’sownuse.Thedelayedbenefitsincludea
signalling incentive (which promises future jobs) and ego gratification (peer
recognition)(Lerner&Tirole,2000).
FOSS is a peculiar way of realising software products because the software source
codes(thecoreinnovationofthesoftware)arefreelyrevealedsothatothersmayuse
them, learn them, and perhaps improve them (von Hippel & von Krogh, 2006).
Throughthediscussiononcopyrightsandpatents,itisclearlydemonstratedthatFOSS




Traditionally, there are two types of investment models of innovation: private and
collective (von Hippel & von Krogh, 2006). In the private investment model of
innovation, individualsororganisations invest inthedevelopment innovationif they





innovation requires a significant investment, manufacturers want to protect their
innovationsthroughtheintellectualpropertyrightsstructuressuchascopyrightsand
patents. Now, when private innovators reveal their development without
compensation, this action simply represents a loss of potential returns, something
which should be avoided. Inmost cases, FOSS initiatives are funded by individuals
and organisations and are thus compatible with the private investment mode of
innovation. However, the FOSS phenomenon deviates from the private investment
model of innovation by going against intellectual property rights. Furthermore, the
softwaredevelopers,whoarealso themainusers,are thepioneersof the innovation





The FOSS phenomenon is conceptualised as a novelty technology for producing
softwarewhichrepresentsanewmodelofproductionintheformofcommonsbased
peer production and is a critique of existing laws, contracts, and business practices
(Kelty,2001).Thismodelassumesthat‘innovatorsrelinquishcontrolofknowledgeor
otherassetstheyhavedevelopedtoaprojectandsomakethemapublicgoodinorder
to avoid social loss associatedwith the restricted access toknowledgeof theprivate
investmentmodel’(vonHippel&vonKrogh,2006,p.302).FOSSasapublicgoodhas
the features which are core characteristics associated with classical physical public
goods(Marwell&Oliver,1993):(a)softwarecanbecopiedandusedbymanypeople
simultaneously;usebyone individualdoesnot limitusagebyanother. (b)Eachuser
hashisorherindividualcopywiththerighttomodifyanddistribute.(c)MostFOSS
licences, e.g., theGPL,donot allow any single user to take awayusage rights from
other users. (d) Like anypublic good, FOSShas the free rider phenomena,meaning
that many individuals acquire and use the software without contributing to the
respectivesoftwareproject.Furthermore,FOSSisdevelopedthroughcollectiveaction
bynumerousindividuals
Fulk and others (1996) put forward that communality and connectivity are additional
characteristics of public goods with interactive communication systems nurture;
software applications are an interactive communication system. FOSS projects use
webpages, frequentlyaskedquestions, andbug tracks to shareknowledgeabout the
project. Since these documents are freely available online, they fulfil the communal
requirements for an interactive public good. Connectivity refers to the ability for a
member to communicatewith anyothermember (Fulk et al., 1996). Email lists and




a public goodwithout contributing back, thismodel of innovation suffers from the
problem of recruiting and motivating contributors. To address the recruitment
problem, selective punishment or incentives are necessary. However, selective
punishments and reward mechanisms work well in smaller groups of society
(Friedmann&McAdam,1992).Analternativesolutionistostatethegoaloftheproject
clearly so that it attracts potential contributors (Taylor& Singleton, 1993). Thus, the
collective investment model of innovation recommends a small group of society
members who lead innovation practices. However, the FOSS phenomenon is
characterised by many geographically distributed developers (Feller & Fitzgerald,
2002).BenklerandNissenbaum(2006)addthatFOSS isagoodexampleofcommon
basedpeerproduction.Thisagaindisputesthenotionthatasmallsectofsocietyisthe
best way of organising a collective investment model of innovation. The goals for
developing software are very diverse; some are based on technology, some on
ideology.Forexample,Stallman(1999,p.64)arguesthatGNUsoftwarewasdeveloped
inordertohaveacompletefreeopensystem.Thisiscontrarytootherproponentsof
FOSS,who claim that good software starts by scratching adeveloper’s personal itch
(Raymond, 2001), suggesting that FOSS products are the result of impulses. Thus,
althoughFOSSproductsfitwellasinteractivepublicgoods,theprocessofdeveloping
them deviates from the collective investment because of the large number of




decide to reveal their innovation freely is the study of von Hippel and von Krogh
(2006),whichconcludesthatfreerevealingisthebestpracticaloptionavailablewhen
othersknowsomethingclosetotheirsecret,whenprofitsfrompatentingarelow,and
when incentives for free revealing are positive. These insights lead to a hybrid
investmentmodel of innovation labelled the “privatecollective investmentmodel of
innovation”(vonHippel&vonKrogh,2003;2006).Themodelgivesexplanationsfor
the free revealing practice in FOSS. Although there is a higher rate of private
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investment, resulting software is freely revealed because an individual’s benefits in
FOSShavebeentiedtoparticipationincommunitiessurroundingtheproject,whichto





software documentation (Riehle, 2007). There are two varieties of FOSS business
models: (a)distributionand retailofFOSSproductsand (b)offeringofFOSSrelated
services(Ghoshetal.,2002;Riehle,2007;Schmitz,2001;Weerawarana&Weeratunga,
2004; Wichmann, 2002). Individuals and companies who develop FOSS could give
awaytheirsoftwareproductsandconcentrateonmakingprofitswithrelatedservices
andsupports.Thatis,theirbusinessisbasedontheknowledgegainedindeveloping










the software in the organisation (Evers, 2000; Samuelson, 2006). While in the
proprietary software market nothing is free, in FOSS it is possible to purchase and
updatesoftwarefreeofcharge.Thetotalcostofownership(TCO)inFOSSis inmost
cases less than that of proprietary software. However, users of FOSS products are
likely to pay for the following activities: purchase  the selling price of the software;
system setup – a budget for additional hardware and software may be required to
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facilitate smooth running of the software; user training  training users in additional
skillsiscostly;usersupportintheeventthetrainingdoesnotdeliverallrequiredskills
tousers,additionalsupportcostsarerequired;updatesafterasystemisputintouse,






contributing developers (Riehle, 2007). Since different developers have different







There aremany critiques of this novelty claims about FOSS (Fitzgerald, 2005;Glass,
2005). Some authors suspect that trade secrets can actually be hidden and used to
generatelargeamountsofincomeasifroyaltypaymentswereallowed(Chiao,2003).
Original developers can hide trade secrets by providing partial software
documentation,makingslowsoftwaredownloads,andlengtheningthetimeneededto
publishlinkswherethesoftwarecanbedownloaded(Chiao,2003).Whetherdeliberate
or unintentional, FOSS products are not readily available to average users.
Weerawarana andWeeratunga (2004, p. 24) state why: ‘due to the focus on system
functionandcodequalityratherthaneaseofuse,classicFOSSistypicallynotsuitable
for use by averagedevelopers andmost certainly not by averageusers.Distributors





Although the privatecollective investment model of innovation offers good
explanations forwhyFOSSpracticesenablenewknowledge tobecreatedbyprivate
fundingand thenoffered freely to thepublic (vonHippel&vonKrogh,2003), some
scholars have attempted to find the motivation behind why thousands of software
developers contribute freely to the public good (see e.g., Lerner & Tirole, 2000).
DedrickandWest (2003),whoconducteda studyon theadoptionofLinux in firms,
statethatmajormotivationsforfirmstoadoptFOSSproductsincludelowtotalcostof
ownership, compatibilitywith current technologies and skills, and the availability of
external technological resources. Other authors cite creativity and reputation as
incentives for individuals to participate in FOSS development (Bezroukov, 1999;
Raymond,2001).Wichmann(2002) identifiesfourmotivationsforfirmstoparticipate
in FOSS related activities: standardisation to overcome the ghost of the Unix wars;
reduction of costs through lowcost open source components; compatibility; and
strategic consideration, for example, to release software as open source toweaken a
competitor.Furthermore,agrowingnumberofprogrammersdevelopFOSSaspartof
theirprimary,payingjobs(Feller&Fitzgerald,2002).InasurveyontheuseofFOSSin
Europe, itwas found thatmost FOSSdevelopers receive somemonetary reward for
































































(1) enjoymentrelated intrinsic motivations, (2) extrinsic motivations in the form of
payment, and (3) obligation/communityrelated intrinsic motivations.’ According to
this study, use of the created output is one of the three most important incentives
inducingdeveloperstoinnovate.VonHippel(2005)insiststhatmanyinnovatorshave
a useincentive for innovating in FOSS projects. For example, contributors of source




communities, commercial, and non commercial organizations’ (Feller & Fitzgerald,
2002, p. 107).However, these groups are far frommutually exclusive, in thatmany
FOSSusersarealsodevelopersandmanydevelopersareusers.Also,commercialand
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noncommercial organisations both develop and use FOSS products. Feller and
Fitzgerald(2002)neverthelessidentifydistinguishingcharacteristicsofeachgroupand





























































The structuration analysis of stakeholder groups sheds light on the sustainability
strategiesofFOSSinitiatives.Forexample,companiesplayrolesbothas‘Client’andas
‘Actor,’ which means there is a need to strengthen companies (especially private
companies)inordertoproduceandsupportFOSSproducts.Underperformanceofthe
private sector hampers the development and support of FOSS. Nonprofit






The European information society reports that, open software in many cases are
equivalent to  or better than  commercial products. Therefore, procurement of




and benefits carefully evaluated (Barton et al., 2002). Three factors stand out when
askingwhydevelopingcountriesshouldchooseFOSS:cost,theantipiracycampaign,
and security concerns (Câmara & Fonseca, 2007;May, 2006; Noronha, 2003;Weber,
2003;Weerawarana&Weeratunga,2004).Thedominant factor is the lowercost. It is
true that a large number of users in developing countries do not, and, more
importantly, cannot really pay for software because of the high price of proprietary
softwarecomparedwiththeaverageincomes(May,2006).Forexample,itisestimated
that subSaharan African countries spend US$ 24 billion each year on proprietary









with a community of programmers, coders, and users around the world (Noronha,
2003).
A UK based Commission on Intellectual Property Rights advises that developing




as making and distributing printed copies from electronic sources in reasonable
numbers for educational and research purposes, and using reasonable excerpts in
commentaryandcriticism.Wheresuppliersofdigitalinformationorsoftwareattempt
to restrict “fair use” rights by contract provisions associatedwith the distribution of
digitalmaterial,therelevantcontractprovisionmaybetreatedasvoid.Wherethesame
restriction is attempted through technological means, measures to defeat the







Toguarantee freeaccessbycitizens topublic information, it is indispensable that the
encodingofdatanotbetiedtoasingleprovider;theuseofstandardandopenformats
guarantees free access; toguarantee thepermanenceofpublicdata, theusability and
maintenance of the software should not depend on the goodwill of suppliers or on





single IT supplier, whomay not be interested in the country’s ICT strategy, and to
avoid a supplier lockin situation. Weerawarana and Weeratunga (2004, p. 28)
concludethat‘withtheuseofFOSS,supportandmaintenancecanbefreelycontracted
outtoarangeofsupplierscompetingonqualityandlowcostforinstallation,enabling,
support, andmaintenance.Maintenance is further replicablewithout incurring large
costs, sincemodifications to thesourcecodearealso free.’AsBerryandMoss (2006)
argue,thediscourseandpracticeofnonproprietarysoftwarecontributetoopeningup






There are many challenging issues regarding the implementation of FOSS in
developingcountries.Fitzgerald(2006)presentsa long listofconstraining issuesand
argues, essentially, that FOSS as an ideology needs to be supported by alternative
organisationalformsandbusinessmodelsthatwouldalloweffectiveimplementation,
and policies need to be established to enforce FOSSbased licences. There is limited
technicalcapacitytodealwithFOSSdevelopmentandsupport(Fitzgerald,2006);the
situation is much worse when dealing with applications for health and education
information systems. Furthermore, the capacity of universities and technical
institutionsindevelopingcountriesneedstobestrengthenedinordertoimprovethe
ability of IT professionals to dealwith FOSS technologies (Fitzgerald, 2006). Kshetri
(2004) studied the macro and micro economics on choosing Linux in developing
countriesandfoundthatthemicroeconomicsfactorsincludeownership,effectiveuse,
learning/switching, and compatibility. The macroeconomics factors are national
securityandenforcementof intellectualproperty laws.However, thenegativeeffects





proceed, certain IT infrastructural and skills conditions need to be met. These
requirementsinclude:intellectualpropertylawframeworkandenforcement,lowcost
and widely available Internet access, educational infrastructure, freedom of
information, skilled English speaking developers, and a trained developer pool








is 512kbps uplink and 2048kbps downlink (Sheriff, 2007), which is basically not
sufficient for downloading large files. At the time of writing, the list price for this
cheapest internet connection for home and small offices in Tanzania is TZS 95 per
megabyte(TTCL,2007).ThisimpliesthattodownloadoneCDof600MBitcostsTZS
57,000/= (~USD48).However, the averagenetpay salary for ITprofessionals (at the
timeofwriting)isTZS250,000(~USD210)andthusthecostfordownloadingaCDis
at 22.8% of their salary scale. It is obvious that internet access is expensive for
individuals to invest on their own in order to develop a public good, the FOSS
products.
In arguing for education infrastructure, Weerawarana and Weeratunga (2004)
highlight that IT education infrastructure must be widely disseminated if FOSS
adoptionshouldtakeplace.Furthermore,higherlevelinstitutionsthatteachsoftware
development are also critical. A culture of learning and further development of the
workforce would help with faster and wider FOSS adoption (Weerawarana &
Weeratunga, 2004). In terms of a trained developer pool and Englishskilled
developers, the authors note that success in FOSS development comes from having
skilled developers and that English undoubtedly remains the lingua franca of
computing.Theseargumentsclearlyunpackthechallengesdevelopingcountriesface
in making FOSS implementation possible. However, there are some proposed
strategiesforapproachingFOSSindevelopingcountries.
2.7.3Strategies
Weber (2003, p.13) argues that ‘the vast majority of open source projects involve a
small number of developers. These projects typically depend on intensive
communicationsandthepersuasivenessofthe“defacto”projectleadertocoordinate
the work of the group.’ According toWeerawarana andWeeratunga (2004), this is
because ‘what matters is not size (in terms of the number of software engineers);





Large, collaborative, networked teams are responsible for a small number of FOSS
products. Câmara and Fonseca (2007) conclude that FOSS in developing countries
needsstrongandwisegovernmentpoliciestobesuccessful.Itrequiresacombination





shared conceptualisation, high modularity (the high–high case), which represents
community FOSS products such as Linux; (b) high shared conceptualisation, low




for innovationled projects. They argue that developing countries could handle the
highhighcase,forthesesystemshaveasustainablecommunity.Inthehighhighcase,
such as Linux operating systems, developing countries need to invest in capacity
building, documentation, and user training in order to increase the chances of
successfuladoption(Câmara&Fonseca,2007).
However,FOSSproductsinthehighlowcaseareassociatedwithprivatecompanies;
hence, the users may become dependent on the private company.  However, the
authorsproposethatgovernmentsorgovernmentagenciesshouldactivelytakepartas
stakeholdersofsuchprojects.Whendealingwiththelowhighcase,theauthorsargue,
governments of developing countries would need to invest significantly in human
resources;andwhendealingwith the lowlowcase,governmentsshouldensure that





This chapter delineated the FOSS phenomenon. FOSS is different from proprietary
software in termsof its“copyleft”approachto intellectualpropertyrights, itsbazaar
modelofsoftwaredevelopment,anditsfreerevealingeconomicpractice.Specifically,
this thesishighlighted the conceptsdiscussedhere to reflect the reality inTanzanian
context,asindicatedinTable2.3.
One of the Ujamaa policy assertions is in order to develop; we need four things in
place:people,land,rightpolitics,andrightleadership(Nyerere,1968).InthisUjamaa’s
economicequation,wehavefewoptionstomanoeuvreonpeopleandland.However,
wecan improve this equationdramaticallybyhaving the rightpoliticsand the right
leadership. In the FOSS phenomenon, project organisation and leadership are
importantelementsthatcouldfostertherealisationofFOSSbasedprojects.Themore
weimplementtherightprojectorganisationaccordingtothecontextofadeveloping





In order for a software to qualify as a FOSS product, it must be





Selling a FOSS product is acceptable as long as the software is
distributedwithitssourcecodes.





FOSS fall under the privatecollective investment model of
innovation in that individuals fund thedevelopmentprivately but
releasetheirinnovationsinthepublicdomain.
Like the Ujamaa policy, which advocates equal rights, equal
opportunities,andtheeconomyofreciprocity,aFOSSlicenseargues
no discrimination against persons and can be used in any human
endeavour.
Proposal: In a context where there is compatible political history,






FOSS development takes place offline when there is a need to
controltheprocessofdevelopment,asinlargeorganisations.
CVSandObjectOriented technologies (which supportmodularity)
aretheappropriatetechnologiesinFOSdevelopment.
Proposal: colocated development. In a developing country like
Tanzania, internet is a limited and expensive resource. Moreover,
competence with objectoriented is hard to find, and most
developersdonotowntheirownworkingtoolssuchascomputers.
Stakeholders
Identified stakeholders areusers,developers, companies, andnon
profitorganisations.










be on both improving the process of developing FOSS and increasing participation




This chapter consists of five sections. The first section presents the ‘designreality’
archetypalsituationsattributedtothecauseoffailureofICTinitiativesindeveloping
countries. In the second section is a technological determinist perspective, which
assumes that technology is passed on in a neutral society. This technological
deterministicperspectivefailstoaccountfortheinfluenceofsocietywhileintroducing
technological change. The third section introduces ANT, which helps to inform
progressiveanddegenerativenetworks formedbyhumanandnonhumanactors. In
contrast to the technologicaldeterministicperspective,ANTrecognises the roles that
canbeplayedbybothhumanandnonhumanactors.Thefourthsection, technology
translation, presents a more refined perspective: the introduction of technological
changeisaffectedbyboththetechnologycharacteristicsandtheprocessofintroducing




argues for using ICT to foster knowledge and information society. ’The ultimate




of development like poverty, illiteracy, disease, unemployment, hunger, corruption,
andsocial inequality (Keniston,2002;Musaetal., 2005).Generally, ICT is seenasan
enabler for knowledge revolution because ICT is an effective tool for creating,
disseminating,storing,andmanaginginformation.
However, there aremany challenges facedbydeveloping countries in implementing
ICTsininformationsystems.TheevidentpictureoflargefailurecasesofICTinitiatives
(Bhatnagar,2000;Bhatnagar&BjørnAndersen,1990;Heeks,2002;2003)demonstrates
how challenging it is to implement ICTs in the context of developing countries. The
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Ciborra and Nevarra (2005) study on egovernment implementation in Jordan
concludesthatitisdifficulttoimplementICTsindevelopingcountriesbecauseofthe









Those situations are hard – soft gaps, private – public gaps, and country context gaps.
Although Heeks’ study focuses on egovernment initiatives, the designreality gaps
apply to these case studies, which took place in the public sector and involved the
implementationofICTsininformationsystemsofadevelopingcountry,Tanzania.
The hardsoft gaps address the difference between the notion on ICT in terms of
machineryandengineering,rationalityandobjectivity(the‘hard’factors)andthe‘soft’
factors such as people, politics, emotions, and culture (Heeks, 2003). The hardsoft
archetypal situation illustrates that information systems failwhen individuals ignore
the ‘soft’ (human issues)during thedesignof an information systemproject (Heeks,
2003).Madon(2004)underscoresthatignoringavailableresources,skilllevels,values,
beliefs,andmotivationsofthoseinvolvedintheprojectleadtoprojectfailures.Dada
(2006) insists that lack of training, skills, and change management efforts in ICT





isassociatedwith thepublic sector’snoncompetitive rateofpayascompared to the







developed for a developed country is implemented in a developing country (Heeks,
2003). Dimensions of this archetypal deal with the situation of technology transfer
(Avgerou&Walsham, 2000),when a solutiondeveloped for a developed country is
usedasitisinadevelopingcountrycontext.Gapsariseduetodifferencesinworking
cultures, skill sets, access to technology, and relevant technological infrastructure
(Heeks,2003).









decode the FOSS liberation in the context of information systems in developing
countries.
3.2DiffusionofInnovation
A dominant perspective for analysing technology transfer is the Diffusion of
Innovation(Rogers,2003).Itisatechnologicaldeterministicperspective,whichmaintains
thatthespreadoftechnologyandroutinesfromdevelopedtodevelopingcountriesor
within the developing countries have a predefined effect on an organisation or
community (Avgerou & Walsham, 2000). This dominant perspective conceptualises




to account for heterogeneous technological innovations like ICTs, since it considers
technology as amaterial object lacking the social element (Lyytinen&Damasgaard,
2001).Thisperspectiveignoressocialproblemslikepolitics,power,skillscompetence,
culture, and lack of capital among the potential adopters of the innovations
(Nhampossa,2006),whicharefundamentalissueswideningthedesignrealitygaps.
Daly(2002)pointstothespecialproblemsdevelopingcountriesfaceinadoptingICTs:
‘most…hardware, software, andapplications are fordeveloped countrymarkets, but
are frequently usedwith little adaptation, and sometimes carry unexpected cultural
baggage’(p.236).Furthermore,thesectoralcontext,whereICTisadopted,isimportant,
because some sectoral components, such as the financial services sector, lead in the
application of ICTs (Avgerou&Walsham, 2000). Indeveloping countries, thehealth






networks around technological change. Actornetwork theory (ANT) suggests that
technologiesdonotpassthroughaneutralsocialmedium(Latour,1987).Technologies
are in the hands of people who can appropriate it in the society (Latour, 1986).
Technologies are continuously shaped and reshaped by the interplay of a range of
heterogeneousforceswithinthenetworks(Bijker,Hughes,&Pinch,1987).
3.3ActorNetworkTheory
In this study,ANT is an appropriate framework because it has a dense literature of
work explaining, critiquing, developing, and applying the theory, and it covers





While power is always assumedwith authority, in ANT, power is understood as a
consequence and not as cause of collective action (Stanforth, 2006). Callon (1986)
presents the translationmodelofpowerasa successful commandresulting from the
actionsof a chainof agents, eachofwhich translates it according to their objectives.




Thus, power is not a cause of people’s behaviour, but a consequence of an intense
activityofenrolling,convincing,andenlistingactors(Stanforth,2006).
In ANT, actor network is configured and built over time through the enrolment of
allies(bothhumanandnonhuman)bymeansoftheprocesscalledtranslation(Callon,
1986). During the creation of the networks, innovators attempt to create a forum, a
central network that all actors agree isworth building and defending. Latour (1987,
p.132) explains the translation process: ‘it occurs as actors enrol allies in the actor
network and align their interests in a continuous process of renegotiation, where
claims become wellestablished facts and prototypes are turned into routinely used
piecesofequipment.’
Callon (1986) describes translation as consisting of four moments: problematisation,
interessement, enrolment, and mobilisation. Problematisation is the first moment of
translationduringwhichoneormore influentialorpowerfulactor(s) identifya real
worldissue(s)andestablishanobligatorypassagepoint(OPP).AnOPPisasituation
thathastooccurforalloftheactorstobeabletoachievetheirinterests,asdefinedby
the principal actor. Interessement, the second moment of translation, describes a







translation perspective focuses on following actors to learn how they problematise,
enrol,andmobiliseotherstosupporttheirpreferredsolution.Whiletranslationfocuses




Law and Callon (1992) developed a network analysis framework for analysing the
mobilisationof localandglobalnetworksofa technological innovationproject.Global
networks containa setof relationsoutsideof theproject’s local settingsandcontext,
builtup,deliberatelyorotherwise,enablingtheprojecttotakeplacewiththeresources
it provides, includingmoney, expertise, and political support (Law&Callon, 1992).
The localnetwork is thatsetofrelations thatcanbeseenas the insideof theproject;
thissetisnecessaryforthesuccessfulproductionoftheworkingtool(Law&Callon,
1992).Callon(1991)explainsthattheinteractionsoftheactorswithinandbetweenthe
networks are achieved through items such asproject deliverables, physical artefacts,
andprojectreports.
Thechangingstrengthofeachnetworkovertimecanbeplottedonxandyaxes.The
network analysis frameworkhelps todetermine thenature of a network in termsof









drawn on by researchers in an unproblematic way, since its developers themselves




bring in a ‘how to’ recipe; rather, it follows the actors to analyse the stability of the
network formed, which helps to draw lessons from the ongoing project. ANT also
incorporateswhat isknownasaprincipleofgeneralisedsymmetry; that is,whatare

















of conceptualising technology as one of the ‘actors’ in any actornetwork analysis
(Walsham&Sahay,2006).
ANThasbeenusedtotheorisebothICTandnonICTbasedInformationsystems(IS)
in various case studies (Lee&Oh, 2006;Ramiller, 2005; Stanforth, 2006;Walsham&
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Sahay, 1999).Walsham and Sahay (1999) apply ANT to analyse a longitudinal case
study of implementing GIS for DistrictLevel administration in India. One of the
implicationsdrawnfromtheGISstudyisthatGISisanonhumanactorwithinscribed
interests (Walsham& Sahay, 1999, p. 58). Madon et al. (2004) apply the translation
modelofpowertoanalysenoncomputerbasedinformationsystemimplementationof
propertytaxreformsinBangalore,India.Inthequestionoftechnologytransfer,ANT
has been used to analyse technology transfer between countries (e.g., Akrich, 1992).
More recently, Nhampossa (2006) has used the notion of translation to argue for
technology transfer as technology translation in a case study from Mozambique.
Stanforth(2006)usesANTtoexploretheimplementationofegovernmentinformation
systems in Bangladesh, with a focus on demonstrating the usefulness of ANT to
addressthequestionofthediffusionandadoptionofICTsindevelopingcountries.
The common theme in these studies is the effort to address the designreality gaps
through theorising the interplay between the social and the technical issues.








To understand the implementation of ICTs in developing countries, different
perspectives, such as diffusion of innovation (Rogers, 2003), information technology
transferlifecycle(Baark&Heeks,1998),andtechnologytranslation(Nhampossa,2006),
have been employed. The diffusion of innovation has been criticised for not taking
accountof thesocial issuesof thecontextwhere the technology is implemented.The
technology transfer lifecycles perspective (Baark & Heeks, 1998) conceptualises the
process of technology transfer as a repetitive cyclical process starting from choosing
technology,purchasingandinstalling,assimilationanduse,adaptationandinnovation
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(i.e., transferring the technology to similar organisations). Recently, the technology
transferlifecycleperspectivehasbeencriticisedfortakingtechnologyasawhole;i.e.,
itsspecificcharacteristicsdonotinfluenceitstransfer(Nhampossa,2006).
Thedrawbacksofdiffusionof innovation (Rogers, 2003) and technology transfer life
cycleperspectives(Baark&Heeks,1998)suggesttherethinkingoftechnologytransfer
as technology translation (Nhampossa, 2006). Nhampossa (2006) argues that the
technology transfer life cycle perspectivedisregardspolitical negotiations,which are
essential for persuading bureaucratic governments in developing countries. For
example,WoodHarperandBell(1990)suggesttodonoragenciesthatwhileplanning
technologytransferefforts,crucialquestionsonavailablelocalsupportandthedegree
of necessary trainingmust be addressed. Local support and training are issues that




a technology is integrated into the routine of user organisations. However, while
‘technologyneedstobesustainable,atthesame[users]needtoremainflexibleenough
toaccommodatechangesoccurringovertimeandspace’(Nhampossa,2006,p.57).The
technology translation perspective then is different from the technology transfer life
cycleinthatittakesintoaccountboththetechnologycharacteristicsandtheprocessof
transferringthetechnology(Nhampossa,2006).
There are four key factors that influence the technology translation process
(Nhampossa,2006):(a)legacyinformationsystems,(b)customisationprocess,(c)user
participation,and(d)balanceoftensionsbetweeninternationalizationandlocalisation.
Outdated systems designed with old technology exact inertia toward technological
change in organisations. In the customisation process, changes in the software’s
configuration and/or source codes may be necessary when it is introduced into a
different context. The technology translation perspective is also influenced by the









(Nhampossa, 2006). This concept of balancing internationalisation and localisation is
important because there is a higher order of using international software packages
locally. By using FOSS products, it is possible to connect small local initiatives in
building local, culturally embedded sustainable systems with international
components.
Aanestad(2003)recognisesthepotentialofsmallscaleprojectsinimplementinglarge
scale information systems. She argues that if established projectswere connected as
dots, they could be rendereduseful by virtue of a critical bootstrappingphase. This
highlightstheimportanceofreusingexistingknowledgeandresources–amajorfocus
in the FOSS phenomenon. However, while there is a potential for connecting small
dots (Aanestad, 2003), those smalldotsneed toopenup their ideas, software source
codes,andstrategiestobeconnected.ThisapproachcanbetterbeexecutedwithFOSS
products.Aanestad’s (2003)proposal is to consider established small scale initiatives
within organisations. However, at the international level, the same concept of
connectingsmallprojectsas“networksofaction”isproposed(Braaetal.,2004).Those
localised individual initiatives should be connected as a large network of actions





The FOSS literature discussed in Chapter 2 reveals that the Free/LibreOpen Source
Software (FOSS)phenomenonisuseful indevelopingcountriesbecause it lowers the
total cost of ownership of software (Weber, 2003); it facilitates technological
development (Camara & Fonsesca, 2007); it helps developing countries escape
intellectual property rights that lead to vendor locking situations (May, 2006); it is a
means of acquiring knowledge; and it establishes an information economy
(Weerawarana&Weeratunga,2004).Furthermore,theFOSSphenomenonusesglobally














Drawing from the designreality gap analysis; social systems perspective on
informationsystemsandtheFOSSperspectives, Idevelopthreearchetypalsituations
likelytohamperthedevelopmentofOpenSourceInformationSystemsindeveloping





The FOSS literature identifies major stakeholder groups as ‘developers, users,
companiesandnonprofitorganisations’(Feller&Fitzgerald,2002,p.124).However,in
developing countries, governments and donors aremajor clients and users of ICTs.
Smithandothers(2008)studyoftheintegrationofHISinTanzaniaarguethat,‘donor
agencies play a significant role in shaping the outcomes of health reform agenda in
Tanzania’ (Smith et al., 2008, p.8). Given that few high quality IT professionals are
recruitedingovernmentownedestablishments(Ciborra&Nevarra,2005);developers
of governmentbased information systems are likely to be outsourced from private
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sectors.As thedevelopers come fromadifferent context, theyneed to learn specific
issues common in public sectors, especially politics and bureaucracy; otherwise, the
publicprivate archetypal situation escalates (Heeks, 2003). Thus, there is a need to





on addressing the sponsordeveloper gap. These perspectives focus on power
relationships, network formation, and analysis, which could reveal the progressive
relationshipbetweensponsors(governmentsanddonors)anddevelopers(mostlylocal
developers) commissioned to realise a working tool (the software). FOSSbased
concepts, especially project organisation and stakeholders’ analysis (Feller &
Fitzgerald, 2002), areuseful tools to compare, contrast, anddraw lessons fromFOSS
developmentprojectsonthewaythesponsordevelopergapwasaddressed.
3.5.2GlobalDeveloper–LocalDeveloperGap
When FOSS is used to develop education and health information systems, the
developers are not the users of the resulting systems. Generally, global developers,
whensupporting localdevelopers,help to create the software for localusers.This is
becauselocaldevelopershaveaccesstothelocalsystemsandwouldknowlocaluser
requirements. The inputs of global developers are needed to overcome several
problems, such as limited access to technology (Heeks, 2003), lack of training and






sustaining systems. In this learning process, Nhampossa (2006) adds that there is a
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needtobalanceinternationalisationandlocalissues.Thisapproachiscompatiblewith
the bazaar development model (Raymond, 2001), which encourages geographically
distributeddeveloperstoparticipateinlocalsoftwaredevelopment.
Themainissuesinthisarchetypalsituationareclashofculturesandthedifferentskills
ofglobaldevelopersand localdevelopers.Hofstede (2001)argues that it iscritical to
understandother cultures youmaybedoingbusinesswith.This argument is useful
evenforinformationsystemsespeciallyindevelopingcountries.Previousstudieshave
indicatedthat,understandingculturewillassistsystemanalystsinunderstandingtheir
clients’ work practices and understanding certain behaviour, which are shared
betweenpeopleinaparticularsociety(Thanasankit&Corbitt,2000).Thereisaneedto
negotiate with various stakeholders in order to enrol them in the networks. Heeks
(2003)argues that thehardsoftgaptendtogetwideas ITdesigners ignore the local
cultureofthecontextwheretechnologyisimplemented.Madonetal.(2004)addsthat
values and beliefs of the local society are issues that need to be considered in
addressingthedesignrealitygaps.
One of the cultural dimensions for understanding contextual culture is the
‘individualism’ which refers to the degree to which individuals are integrated into
groups (Hofstede, 2001). Societies on the individualist side, the ties between
individuals are loose; everyone is expected to look after him/herself and his/her
immediatefamily(Hofstede,2001).Onthecollectivistside,peoplefrombirthonwards
areintegratedintostrong,cohesiveingroups,oftenextendedfamilieswhichcontinue
protecting them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty (Hofstede, 2001). To me, a
means that can help to tell the individualism scale of a society is through political
legacy, values and beliefs. Drawing from the legacy ofUjamaa policy in Tanzania, I





In Thailand, a county which its cultural individualism dimensions falls under the
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collectivism category (see Hofsted, 2001); it has been argued that relationships and
connectionsplaycriticalrolesinbusinessnegotiations(Laosethakul&Boulton,2007).
The implication here is that political negotiations to cultivate establishment of
relationshipsandconnectionsisnecessaryinordertoenrolvariousstakeholders.Braa
et al. (2004) argue that ‘the health sector in developing countries is intrinsically





equal opportunities and no importing injustice or exploitation (Nyerere, 1968).
Similarly,FOSS licensesensure that software canbeused inanyendeavoursandno
discriminationagainstothers(Perens,2005).Furthermore,asFOSSencouragesprivate
collective investmentmodeof innovation (vonHippel&vonKrogh, 2003; 2006), the
economic moral rights in Ujamaa are right to subsistence and norm of reciprocity
(Nyerere, 1968) which is the practice of exchanging things with others for mutual
benefits.Throughusingcommonvocabularieswellknowninthecontextwouldmake
the society to grasp themain ideas of the FOSS technology. As users becomemore
informedaboutthetechnology,resistancetochangewoulddiminish.
3.5.3LocalDeveloper–LocalUserGap
In the context of health and education public sectors, the local developers are not
familiar with the working practices of the users, especially in the case of health
information systems. The users of these systems have a higher rate of computer




As argued in the technology translation perspective, software customisation and
capacity building issues influence the adoption of ICTs in developing countries
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(Nhampossa,2006).Capacitybuildinghasbeenrecommendedbyvariousauthors.For
example,Madonetal. (2004)arguethat lackof trainingcould lead tosystemfailure.
Similarly,Kimaro(2006b)arguesthatthetendencyofdonorfundedprojectstoignore
capacitybuildingleadstounsustainablesystems.FOSS’seconomicconceptsshedlight
on clients’ and developers’ relationships. For example, the service offering business
modelsinFOSS(Weerawarana&Weeratunga,2004)couldsustaincontinuityofFOSS
projects. The relationship between users and developers could be maintained in
demand/supply form. FOSS development concepts (Feller & Fitzgerald, 2002)
encourage reevaluation of user contributions, as users cannot contribute a software
sourcecode.
In summary, the theoretical perspectives demonstrate that ICTs initiatives are
influenced by sociotechnical conditions within the context where they are being
implemented.Specifically, thedesignrealitygapsareexacerbatedbythe tendencyto
ignorethelocalcontextissuessuchaspoliticsandtechnologicalinfrastructure(suchas
Internet, computers, and software tools). Drawing from theoretical perspectives, I

















first section, 4.1, presents the personal motivation for carrying out a study on the
developmentofOpenSourceInformationSystemsinTanzania.This is followedbya
presentationofthedetailsoftheresearchsettingsandfieldworkinSection4.2.Section





When working on my Master’s degree, I became involved in health information
systems as the subject of my research thesis. I studied computer database
implementations in the Ministries of Health in Mozambique and Tanzania when
involved in theHealth InformationSystemProgramme (HISP).3There I learned that
deployingsoftwaretothepublicsectorwithoutitssourcecodeleadstosystemfailures
andinstability.Healthsystemschangefrequently,withnewdiseasesanddrugsbeing
registered; to adopt those changes in the software requires access to the original
authors,whoretain thesourcecodeof theirsoftwareas tradesecrets. Incaseswhere
theoriginalauthorisnotreachable,thesystemsbecomeoutdatedlegacysystemsina
short period of time. I fully support the use of District Health Information System
(DHIS)inZanzibarbecausetheDHISisFree/LibreOpenSourceSoftware(FOSS).This
is because of the potential advantages that FOSS promises due to its attributed
freedoms.
AftercompletingmyMaster’sin2003,IsecuredafacultypostattheUniversityofDar
es Salaam. That same year, I was appointed to head the examination office of the
ComputerSciencedepartment.Atthattime,examswereprocessedmanually.Itwasan
extremely tedious task tosearchstudentexaminationresults.Thedepartmentwas in
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3 The Health Information Systems Programme (HISP) is a collaborative research and development 
network comprising universities, ministries, and not-for-profit companies in countries like South Africa, 
Mozambique, Malawi, Tanzania, Ethiopia, India, Vietnam, Norway, Nigeria, and Sweden. 
need of an information system in order to automate the processes. While there is
existingsoftwaretomanageexaminationresults,thatsoftwarewasnotsuitableinour




The software was released under an open source licence, and many institutions
adopted the software. Because eachuniversityhas its ownexamination regulations,
forexample,thenumberoftestsstudentsshouldtakeineachsubject,customisationof
thesoftwareisessentialattheuniversities.Thus,theopensourcelicenceisespecially
importantbecause eachuniversity acquires the softwarewith its source code.At the
timeofwriting,sixuniversitiesinTanzaniahadadoptedthesoftware.
Although FOSS sounds like a breakthrough technology suitable in developing
countries,itsimplementationisatitsinfantstages.Fewstudieshavebeenconductedto
addressthechallengesdevelopersfaceinrealisingopensourceinformationsystemsin
developing countries. Thus I propose a strategy for adopting FOSS products in
developing countries. Developing countries are peculiar in that their technical





literature review and fieldwork visits to organisations usingmature FOSS products.
NextwasengagementintwoFOSSdevelopmentprojectsthroughparticipatoryactions
on software prototyping and documentation of FOSS related motivating and
constraining development issues. Finally, trajectories of the projects with respect to



















and contrast the use of FOSS in mature infrastructurerelated domains, such as in
operating and database management systems, with the use of FOSS in end user
applications software in information systems. The survey also highlighted the







































the use of FOSS in Norwegian organisations. In Norway, the settings were Hurum
Municipal,SarpsborgMunicipal,UniversityofOslo,andtheAgderUniversityCollege.
ThiswasfollowedbyasimilarexplorativestudyinTanzaniainMarch–May2006in
the following settings: Tanzania Commission for Universities, University of Dar es
Salaam, National Council of Technical Education, and the National Examination
Council of Tanzania. These settings were selected because they run information





The rationale for implementing SARIS at the University of Dar es Salaam was to
address three major problems in examination records processing: nominal roll
manipulation, arithmetic errors, and transcribing errors. In nominal roll manipulation,
studentnamesandregistrationnumbersarewrittendifferentlyinvariousdocuments;
hence,itbecomesdifficulttotrackstudentrecordsinvariousdocuments.
The arithmetic errors problem is categorised as either grading errors or summation
errors.Withgradingerrors,a lecturercansumupthe totalmarkscorrectly,butmay
failtoassignthecorrectgrade.Forexample,ifaB+isequivalentto60.5<=Marks<=69.4


















The SARIS project started in 2003. The idea was that if all lecturers used the same
system, theywouldalsouse thesameformula forgradingstudent records.Also, the




During this period (January to July 2005), I was a programmer improving system
functionalities foruseat the faculty level.The secondphaseofmydata collection in
this case study occurred from March 2006 to July 2006, when the software was
programmed to work at the university level. However, in this second phase, I





at the Faculty of Science, Faculty of Law, Faculty of Education, Faculty ofArts and
SocialSciences,andattheUniversityExaminationOffices.Usefuldatacollectedfrom
these settings include motivations for users to change from a paper based manual
system to a computerised system. Following the actors revealed how they formed
alliancesinordertotranslateanddefendtheirinterestedtechnicalsolutions.
61
Table 4.2: Translation in the  SARIS Project
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The HIS project in Zanzibar started in January 2005. January to July 2005 involved
project planning, recruitment of software developers, situational analysis, and
formationofaspecial task force that represented theMinistryofHealth inZanzibar.
The second phase of my participation in the HISP project in Zanzibar lasted from
MarchtoJuly2006.ThethirdphasetookplaceinMay–June2007.Zanzibarhastwo




again visited when testing newly designed health data collection tools
(forms/registers). The third phase involved implementation of the DHIS in these
districts.
Although the main setting was Zanzibar, I participated in other settings while
implementing theDHIS. Specifically, Iwas involved in theHISP teamwhen itwas





subjects in the fields, especially theHISP and SARIS software developers. The post





Table 4.3: Translation in the DHIS Project
ENTITIES DHIS Ministry of Health Donors VerticalProgrammes Health Officers Health Workers WHO
Obligatory Passage 
Point (O PP)
Obstacle: no health 




ICT  tool 





health data in paper 
registers
Obstacle: chaotic data 
collection through the 
use of multiple tools
Obstacle: multiple sources 




and streamlined health 
data collection and 
analysis
implement streamlined 
health data collection 
and analysis tool
Improved HIS 
through the use 
of ICT
Full access to health 
data
Report accurate 
health data reflecting 
the current health 
status
Unified data collection 
tools for all 












the investigator, not only in choices of method, but in ontologically and
epistemologicallyfundamentalways.AccordingtoBryman(2004),anepistemological
issueconcernsthequestionofwhatis(orshouldbe)regardedasacceptableknowledge
in a discipline. There are three underlying epistemologies that guide qualitative




Positivism entails the following principles (Bryman, 2004): phenomenalism – only
phenomena and hence knowledge confirmed by the senses can be considered
knowledge;deductivism– thepurposeof theory is togeneratehypotheses thatcanbe
tested and allow explanations of laws to be assessed; inductivism – knowledge is
arrivedat through thegatheringof facts thatprovide the basis for laws;objectivity –
science must be conducted in a way that is valuefree; and lastly, there is a clear
distinctionbetweenscientificstatementsandnormativestatementsandabeliefthatthe
formerarethetruedomainofthescientist.Myers(1997)addsthatpositivistsassume
that reality is objectively given and can be described by measurable properties
independentoftheresearcherandhisorherinstruments.Inthepositivisticapproach,
researchersestablishpropositions,quantifymeasuresofvariables,testhypotheses,and
draw inferences from samples where the phenomenon is studied (Orlikowski &
Baroudi,1991).
Interpretivism is an epistemologynot likepositivismbecause there is a sharedview
that the subject matter of the social sciences, people and their institutions is
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fundamentally different from that of the natural sciences (Bryman, 2004). An
interpretiveapproachto informationsystemsresearchassumesthatreality issocially
constructed(Orlikowski&Baroudi,1991).KleinandMyers(1999,p.69)arguethat‘it
isassumedthatourknowledgeof reality isgainedonly throughsocial constructions
such as language, consciousness, shared meanings, documents, tools, and other
artefacts.’Walsham(1995a)contendsthat inaninterpretiveperspective,valuefreeor
objective data cannot be obtained, since the research process itself relies on the
researchers’ preconceptions. It is through the interaction between researcher and




Themain concerns for the critical researchapproach concern issuesofhistorical and
cultural contingency (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991) and power relations that are
produced and reproduced by people (Klein & Myers, 1999; McGrath, 2005; Myers,
1997). The critical research approach focuses on the oppositions, conflicts, and
contradictionsincontemporarysociety,andseekstobeemancipator(Myers&Avison,
2002).Criticalresearchershave‘acause…theymayseeaparticularconflictandfocus
on that, downplaying other potential interpretations’ (McGrath, 2005, p.86). A
distinguishing feature of critical research is to engage with questions of an overtly
politicalormoralnature,forexample,aformofmarginalisationrelatingtotechnology




data and improving a dysfunctional student records information system, the study
focusedonhowtomakeFOSSimplementationworkindevelopingcountries.Thus,it
sought to create new knowledge on technological change using FOSS technologies.
This deviates from purely critical research; critical research would be achieved by




The interpretive approach was used in this study to delineate the sociotechnical
processesinvolvedintheimplementationofFOSSproducts,ZALONGWA,andDHIS,
fromtheperspectiveofvariousheterogeneousactors.Theintroductionofthesoftware
in the health information system (HIS) in Zanzibar, for example,was a challenging,
politically contested process requiring political brokering to align various vertical
programmes, health managers, and health workers in the health facilities. Also
requiredwerehigherleveltechnicalinnovationstocustomisetheDHISsoftware.
Theinterpretiveapproachwasalsousefulforexplainingthesocialandorganisational
context of FOSS developers. They embrace FOSS development, facing the reality of
their context in termsof infrastructure, skills competence,andworking tools suchas
computersandrelevantsoftware.Thisfitswellwithinterpretiveresearch,whichaims




Action Research employs methods from both experimental and naturalistic
(interpretive)traditions,butitismorereliantonnaturalisticinquiryinthatallresearch
occurs within its natural context (Walsham, 1993). The ethos of action research is
interpretive,incorporatingsocialinquirybasedontheviewsandinterpretationsofthe
participants (DeVilliers, 2005). Dick (2002) explains action research as a research




researcher’s involvement in the whole action process as a change agent. Action
Research aims not only to discover facts, but also to help alter certain conditions
experiencedbythecommunityasunsatisfactorywithintentiontohelptheparticipants
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to control their owndestinesmore effectively (Greenwood&Levin, 1998;Nielsen&
Svensson,2006).ActionResearchisdistinguishedfromconsultancyworkbecauseitis
practical and useful; researchbased; participatory; democratic; and involves dialogue
betweeninsidersandoutsiders(Rolfsen&Knutstad,2007,p.348).
Selener (1997) describes four types of action research: diagnostic, empirical,
experimental,andparticipatory.Inthediagnosticapproach,aconsultantcollectsdata
onaproblem identifiedby theclientand thenprovidesa recommendation.Changes
mayormaynotbeimplemented.Inempiricalresearch,aconsultanttestsahypothesis
abouttheimpactofactionstakenbyeitherresearcherorclient,whileinexperimental
research, control groups are used to test the relative effectiveness of the changes
implemented(Selener,1997).Thesethreeapproacheshavesimilarcharacteristics;they
are not participatory, in that there is a clear division in terms of the roles of the
researcher/consultant and the client, and they are researched on actions. In contrast,
participatory action research involves participants in both the research and change
process and it integrates research and action in an ongoing participatory process
(Selener,1997).
Whyte (1993) argues that participatory action research has three main features: co
learning, participation, and organisational transformation. The emphasis here is that
‘learning(orcolearning)takesplaceinalocalcontextwhereonehasthepossibilityto
start together, researcher and personnel, in searching for the specific problem, and
togetherdecideuponhowtheyshallbe interpreted,andwhichwayswouldbemost
appropriate in order to solve them’ (Whyte, 1993, p. 56). The participatory process
shouldalsoincludesearchingforrelevantconceptsandrecruitingcandidatesfromthe
organisationwhowouldenhancetheimplementationofthesolution(Whyte,1993).
The two case studies of the thesis are about transforming dysfunctional public
informationsystems.Thus,thestudyisaboutimplementingcomputerisedinformation
systemstoliberateworkersoflowercadresinanorganisationfromtedious,repetitive,
errorprone,paperbasedinformationsystems. It fits intheframeoftheparticipatory
action research approach. Hence, the definition that I adopt is ‘action research is a
participatory,democraticprocessconcernedwithdevelopingpracticalknowinginthe
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Participatory action research features colearning, participation, and organisational
transformation (Whyte,1993); it ispracticalanduseful, researchbased,participatory,
democratic, and creates dialogue (Rolfsen & Knutstad, 2007). The projects studied,
DHISandSARIS,aimedto improvemanagement informationsystems.This research
studywasdifferent fromapure observation studybecause the researcher’s purpose
was to introduce streamlined data collection, reporting tools, and computerised




because the approaches for their implementationwere based on experiences gained
fromprevious projects (for example, in theDHIS case, experiences fromotherHISP
nodes such as mainland Tanzania, Mozambique, South Africa, and India) and on
literature on FOSS; the approaches also involved both outsiders and insiders in a
participatoryway.Colearninghappenedinvariousways.Whiletheinsiderswerenot
computer professionals, the outsiders had no detailed knowledge of the working
practicesandlocalproblemsoftheclients.Agoodexampleisthedesignofhealthdata
collectiontoolsattheislandofPemba,wheretheoutsidersproposedtokeepahealth
dataelementcalled ‘roadaccidents,’while the localpeopleproposed that therewere
more ‘clove accidents’ (falls while picking cloves from the clove trees) than road




training handouts for computer literacy courses is more than a cutandpaste of
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computer screens. I participated in the twoprojects tounderstand fully theworking
practices. Itwas in thisHISPproject thatmy ‘medical related vocabulary’ increased
dramatically. If not for my total engagement in action research, I could not have
learned these terminologies. Learning the medical language helped me to
communicatebetterandperformcomprehensiveinterpretiveanalysisofHISreports.
As an employee of the institution where the SARIS project took place, I had better
access to information than if I were amere outsider. I learned and practisedmany
things,frompolitics,organisationaltensions,andexaminationregulations,totechnical
issues likeprogrammingstyles,serversettings,andFOSS ingeneral.Thisexperience
went beyond research conducted through the use of traditional methods like
questionnairesandinterviews.TheSARISsoftwareprovidedalessontotheuniversity
community thatplatform independentsoftware that isaccessible toallheterogonous
computers(Windows,Linux,MacOS)ispossible.
TheSARISprojectspannedfromthecomputerprofessionalsattheComputerScience





dialogues are presented thoroughly using both translation and the network analysis
modeloftheActorNetworkTheory(Latour,2005;Law&Callon,1992).
Inactionresearch,themainrepetitiveresearchprocessesundertakenincludeplanning,
action, observation, andreflection.Theseprocessescomprisea seriesof cycles that feed
into each other, with action research more an ongoing process than an event.
Baskerville andWoodHarper (2002)present the action research cycle as having five
phases:diagnostic,actionplanning,actiontaking,evaluation,andspecifyinglearning,allof
which occur within the clientsystem infrastructure. During the diagnosis phase,





general findings. The client system infrastructure is the specification andagreement
that constitutes the research environment (Baskerville & WoodHarper, 2002). It
provides the authority, or sanctions, under which the researchers and host
practitionersmayspecifyactions.Theclientsystemalsolegitimatesthoseactionswith
the express expectation that it will eventually prove beneficial to the client
organisation.
There were binding contracts for implementing the studied projects that served as
agreements between both parties. While in the HIS project, the Ministry of Health
selectedacommitteeofsixpeopletoparticipateintheprojectimplementation,inthe
SARISproject,a teamof threepeoplewasformedtoscrutinisethesuggestionsmade




In the software engineering field, software prototyping is a component of





collection tools, and formatting reports to be used to input and output data on the
respectivesoftware.Inthetwomaincasesoftheresearch,HISandSARIS,prototyping
was very useful in facilitating user participation/involvement. The prototyping
activitieswereexecutedasactionresearchcycles (Baskerville&WoodHarper,2002),
althoughtherewassignificantoverlapbetweenthecycles.Thatis,afterthefirstcycle,




The software implemented in the HIS project in Zanzibar is the District Health
InformationSoftware(DHIS).TheDHISwasnotdevelopedfromscratchinZanzibar;
instead,thesoftwarewasobtainedfromSouthAfrica.Ourworkwastocustomiseitby
making the paper forms like the computerised forms and to format reports. In the
beginning, the softwaredidnothavea license,butwasacknowledgedasFreeOpen
Source Software (FOSS). Currently, the DHIS is deployed with a license tag which



























... You may make and distribute unlimited copies of the Software, including copies













































































The implementation of SARIS software at the University of Dar es Salaam is
conceptualisedhereintermsoftheglobalandlocalnetworksinvolvedintheprocess.
AsproposedinLawandCallon(1992),theglobalandlocalnetworksaredistinguished
bywho implements the tool andwho funds or supplies resources necessary for the
processofimplementation.
In the SARIS project, the local networkwas comprised of the technical team,which
includedindividualprogrammersandsystemadministrators.Inthelaterstagesofthe
project, an IT private companywas involved in supporting users and updating the



































































































































































Throughout the study, four main data collection methods were applied: semi
structured interviews, group discussions, software prototyping, and documents
analysis. The methods were used in a triangulation form; i.e., one or more data
collectionmethodswereused to gatherdata fromone setting.Thediscussionof the
datacollectionmethodsfollows:
4.4.1SemistructuredInterviewsandObservations
An interview is adata collection technique that involvesverbal interactionsbetween
interviewerandinterviewee(Cohen,Manion,&Morrison,2000).Itisaninterchangeof
viewsbetween twoormorepeoplewithamutual interest.Patton (2002)argues that




managers, software developers, system administrators, heads of departments, and
variousendusersofFOSSproducts.Theinterviewguidesusedweresemistructured




analysis observation and group discussionmethods were used as well. Thirtyeight
interviewswere conducted. In eachorganisation, the informantswere from lower to
upper cadres andwere selected strategically in order to interview those involved in
FOSS implementation and use. Table 4.7 presents the occupation and number of
intervieweesinvolvedinthesurveyoftheuseofFOSSinorganisations.
Table4.7:InterviewsoftheuseofFOSSinOrganisationSurvey










In the DHIS Settings, I conducted interviews and group discussions with health
workersandprojectmanagersofverticalprogrammesinvariousperiods.Someofthe
intervieweeswere interviewed twice ormore at different points in time.During the
initialphaseoftheproject,thefocuswastonegotiateandharmoniseaminimumlistof
healthdataelementstobecollectedandreportedinthehealthfacilities.However, in
the later stages of the project, the interviews focused on strategies to ensure user
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This method was similar to the interview method in that it involved face to face
discussions. However, group discussion allows the researcher to discover ideas
concerning people’s attitudes, perceptions, and experiences about the phenomena
beingdiscussedthroughtheuseofagroupofpeopletoclarifyattitudesorbeliefs in
words that are probably not easy to articulate (Hoyle, Harris, & Charles, 2002).
Normally,groupversusindividualinterviewsareconducted.Becauseofthenatureof
the projects followed, group works were a common routine. I met with users,
developers, and other stakeholders during workshops, project progress briefing






the student information system.Also,we proposed changing the university student
registration numbers format to have a pattern that could be programmed and
validated through the computer system. We designed the university examination
transcript,whichwasthenimplementedintheSARISsystem.
4.3.3DocumentsAnalysis
Documents analysis refers to the process of reading relevant personal, official, or
publicdocuments,whichmaybevaluablesourcesofinformationtotheresearch.There




an opportunity for studying trends over time. Documents analysed included
organisational ICT policies, ICT project documentation, and ICT project proposals;
otherusefuldocumentswereserverspecifications,ICTpolicydocuments,andworking
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Inqualitative research,dataanalysis starts in the fieldand ispartandparcelofdata
collection (Orlikowski, 1993).  In the course of data gathering, ideas about possible
analysisoccur.Itisacontinuousprocessinvolvingthecollectionandanalysisofdata
in the field. The process involves making sense of the raw data, with the aim of
transformingrawdataby integratingandorganisingcomments inconnection toreal
experiencesintomajorpatternsandthemes(Silverman,2006).Asthisstudyisframed
in the interpretive approach to action research, keepinga journal of field noteswas a
major starting point for analysing the data. Bryman (2004) argues that field notes
should be fairly detailed summaries of events and behaviour and the researcher’s
initialreflectionsonobservations.
Throughout this research, I was inspired by ActorNetwork Theory (ANT) (Latour,
1987; 2005). In the interpretive research approach, a theory cannot predict particular
outcomes of the research because the relationship between technology and
organisationsaredynamic.However,atheoryisasensitisingdeviceforanalysingand





In ICT implementation studies, ANT is useful in following the interplay of
heterogeneousactorsastheirinterestsandintentionsareinscribedinartefacts;theway
actors interact;, and theway actors formalliances in order tomobilise support for a
particular solution (Bijiker,Hughes& Pinch, 1987; Latour, 1987). These perspectives








and discuss my research findings. I carried the data analysis process iteratively by
readingliteratureandthroughdiscussionwithvariousprofessionalsandresearchers,
especiallymysupervisors, colleagues,andconferenceparticipants.Whenwritingmy
research papers, I had the opportunity to address reviewers’ constructive criticisms,
whichhelpedmetoreflectonmyresearchdata.Thereviewcommentsfromjournals
andconferencesdirectedmetoreadmorerelevantliterature,refinemyanalysis,and
refinemy research approach. This helped to linkmy researchwith existing body of
knowledge.
Specific findings, such as feedback to the DHIS developers on the importance of
mimickingthepaperformsintothesoftware, the importanceof flaggingFOSSbased
licenses in the software, and implications of using socially embedded leaders in
informationsystemsdevelopment,werepresentedinmyvariouspapers.Inthisthesis,
Ipursuedcombinedanalysisofallthepaperstoextractageneralisationofthestudy.
An interpretive approach can be generalised in various ways (Walsham, 1995b): by
developingconcepts,bygeneratingatheory,bydrawingspecificimplications,andby
contributing to the insight of the studiedphenomenon.Mygoalwasnot to “refute”











Atdifferent stages ofmydoctoral study, I drewupon fivepapers. Thesepapers are
attachedasappendicestothethesis.Theirtitlesandabstractsarepresentedinthenext
section, followed by a concrete synthesis of the findings addressing the research
objectives. Thepapers are listedbasedon the case studies. The first paperdraws its
empirical material from the explorative study on the use of FOSS products in
organisations. Thenext twopapers are based on the health information system case















challenges shaping Free Open Source
Softwaredevelopmentinordertoenable
Tanzania in particular and developing
countries in general to benefit from
adoptingit.
Objective I: To develop alternative
explanation of the Free Open Source
Software phenomenon in the context of












Lungo, J. H., & Kaasbøll, J. (2007). The Use of Open Source Software in the Public





The paper presented the performance and advantages of open source software in
publiclyowned establishments. Cases were drawn from public organisations in
TanzaniaandNorwayinordertocompareandcontrasttheperceptionsofuserswith
the performance of free open source products (FOSS). Respondents were primarily
askedabout theirmotivationtouseFOSSproducts. Theresults indicatedthat lower











that Linuxbased servers do not crash more frequently than their Windows
counterparts; hence, they aremore reliable. The study indicated that FOSS products
lowerITexpendituresinthreedifferentways:theyarecheapintermsoflicencecosts;
theproductsrunoncheaphardware,whicheventuallylowershardwareexpenditure;
and support contracts are cheaper when compared with support for proprietary
softwareproducts.
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Lungo, J. H., & Igira, F. (2008). Development of Health Information System in
Zanzibar: Practical Implications. Journal of Health Informatics in Developing
Countries,2(1),2432.
The paper grounded its theoretical perspective on network analysis of ANT on
implementation strategies of information systems. Thepapermadeuseof empirical
materialsfromtheDHISinZanzibar,withafocusoftryingtounderstandtheinterplay
between the social and technical issues. The goal was to streamline the design and
implementation processes of Open Source Information Systems such as the health
information system in Zanzibar. Concepts from the ANT moments of translation





can demonstrate their solution of their interest with practical data, which helps to
enticeandenrolotheractors.Asaresult,itiseasiertoobtainthesupportofahigher
authority.Generally,thepaper’sfindingsindicatedthatICTprojectsgetstrengthened
through carefully planned leadership of a project, clearly stated goals, and the







Lungo, J. H. (2008). The Reliability and Usability of District Health Information
Software:CaseStudiesfromTanzania.TanzaniaJournalofHealthResearch10(1),
3945.
This paper drew upon the customisation process of the District Health Information
Software(DHIS).ThefocuswasonevaluatingtheextenttowhichtheDHIShasbeen
adapted to meet the local requirements of the users in terms of its reliability and




The software evaluation tests revealed that, at that time, although it had higher
reliability,theDHISwasratedpoorintermsofusability.DHISfaredpoorlyintermsof
usabilitybecauseitdidnotaccommodateallhealthdata.UsersexpectedtheDHISto
bea singlepointof contact for all kindsofhealthdata, fromroutinehealthdelivery
services to vertical programmes data such as HIV/AIDS programmes. Second, the
DHISdataentryformsdidnotmatchcurrentlyuseddatacollectionformsintermsof
layout of the health data elements. For example, the first health data element in the
paperformwasthesixthhealthdataelementintheDHIScomputerscreenform.The
samemismatch issuewasnoted for themanual reportswhencompared to theDHIS




necessary in order to customise theuser interface, business logic, and reports of the
software.Inotherwords,thecustomisationprocessgoesbeyonddataentryanddata
editing. Developers need to pay attention to the local requirements, including







Bada & A Okunoye (Eds.), Proceedings of the Eight International Working
ConferenceofIFIPWG9.4:SocialImplicationsofComputersinDevelopingCountries,
(pp.194208),Abuja,Nigeria.
Despite the advancement of Information andCommunication Technology (ICT), the
information systems in most public institutions in developing countries are still in
chaos. In this particular case, privacysensitive records, such as examination results,
werepublishedonnoticeboardsandbecameopensecrets toeveryone, includingthe
paparazzi. Generating transcripts involved seven steps: drafting, grading, typing,
proofreading, verifying, signing, andphotocopying. The universitywas only able to
produce three transcripts per week, while the university graduates over 3,000
candidatesannually.Astudenttranscriptrequesttookatleastthreemonths.Therewas
also a serious double allocation problem during the room allocation process for the
student halls of residence. The university hostels can accommodatemore than 7,000
students, and thehostelsweredesigned in suchaway that a single roomwas tobe
sharedby threeor four students (fourbeds in a room).No single studentwas tobe
allocated to more than one bed in a room, and no roomwas to be allocated more
students than thenumberofbeds therein.After theroomallocationprocess,another
problem followed: advertising the room allocation reports. Seven thousand names
wereprintedonmorethan300pages,butnosinglenoticeboardcoulddisplaythose




lower cadre officers of theuniversity such as secretaries and examination officers. It




was revealed. The toolsandsource codeswere freeof charge.Theprojectmembers
thenneededtoassemblevariouspiecesof thecodes.TheZalongwaprojectmembers
understood that it was a FOSS; hence, they focused on elimination of the problem,
ratherthanonmonetarygains.ThisapproachenabledtheZalongwaprojecttotakeoff,
withoutdependingmuchon senior administrators.From this case,we learn that the
keytostartinganopensourcesoftwareprojectininstitutionsistogetenthusiasmfrom





Software in Public Sector: Insights from Tanzania. In J. Ljunberg & M.
Andersson(Eds),ProceedingsoftheFourteenthEuropeanConferenceonInformation
Systems,(pp.732744),Göteborg,Sweden.
The paper focused on tensions in qualification and transformation of FOSS in
developingcountries.Theempiricalmaterialsinthispaperwerebasedoninterpretive
analysis of two software products studied: District Health Information Software
(DHIS)inZanzibar,andStudentAcademicRegisterInformationSystem(SARIS)atthe
University of Dar es Salaam. The analysis was informed by two FOSS concepts,
qualification and transformation, in order to shed light on the issues related to the
implementationofFOSSininformationsystemsofadevelopingcountry.
ThedevelopmentofFOSSindevelopingcountriesinTanzaniahasbeenhamperedby
limited resources, both human and technical. This has resulted in the development
taking a different approach than the promoted development models, especially the
bazaarmodel.Forexample,whilethemostimportantvehicleofknowledgesharingin
opensourcedevelopmentismailinglists(Sowe,Stamelos,&Angelis,2007),thesetwo
projects did not have a mailing list because developers did not have access to the
Internet all the time. Communication with international developers was conducted
throughpersonal email address,mobile phone shortmessages, and telephone calls.
All developers were colocated, and discussions were conducted facetoface. The





owners, both developers and the clients, claimed that their products are fully open
sourcesoftware.
Thepaperclaimedthat the freedomtouse thesoftware foranypurposeandforany
number of computers is the major distinctive advantage of FOSS over proprietary
products. Additionally, rather than the bazaar model of FOSS (Raymond, 2001), a
directed colocated development approach was used. The paper also revealed that
while FOSS is not free of charge, administrators aremorewilling to pay contracted
software developers than to purchase a software product. The paper concluded that
opensourcedevelopmentinthepublicsectorofadevelopingcountryishinderedby
limited ICT infrastructure, limited human resources, misunderstanding of FOSS





























































The empirical findings indicated that matured FOSS products such as operating
systems, database management systems, and web servers have acceptable
performance.Forexample,Linuxserversdonotrebootfrequentlywhencomparedto
windowsservers.Inadditiontoreliability,computervirusproblemsarelesscommon
in FOSS products. These findings confirmed the claimsmade in the FOSS literature
arguingthatFOSSdevelopmentproduceshighqualitysoftware (seeRaymond,2001;
Wong&Sayo,2004).However,notallFOSSproductsperformbetter.Thisisespecially
true for those applications that fail to attract a significant number of developers.
Informants cited lack of interoperabilitywith other applications as amajor problem
withFOSS.Forexample,FOSSapplicationsdonotsupportthecopyingofapplication




The concept of theprivatecollective investmentmodel of innovation (vonHippel&
vonKrogh, 2006) implies thatFOSS is apublic good; thus,usershave todependon
their own teams to support their applications in terms of software updates,
customisation, and failure recovery. Interviews with users of FOSS applications in
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organisations and experiences from the two case studies of the thesis revealed that
FOSSproducts are supportedby external contractedvendors. Private companies are
contracted to deliver support services such as software maintenance and
customisation. An examplewould be the case of Redhats support contract in Linux
operating system in the universities, as presented in Paper I. Also, the municipals
visited in this study had support contractswith a private company to support their
thinclients systems.However, therewas internal supportofFOSSproducts, aswith
the SARIS case study, which was initiated by internal staff. Furthermore, systems
administratorsinorganisationssupportedthedaytodayrunningoftheapplications.
Generally, FOSS products receive both internal and external support of dealers. In
objectivetwoofthethesis,theaimwastofindouthowsocialconditionsinfluencethe
developmentprocessofFOSSproductsininformationsystems.Thefindingsindicated
that FOSS is supported internally and externally. The internal support of FOSS
productsrequiresinternalstafftobecompetentinFOSStechnologies.
5.3.2MotivatingandConstrainingIssuesinFOSSTransformation
In this theme, two categories of the findings emerged: the motivations for users,
developers and stakeholders to adopt FOSS, and the challenges developers face in
adopting FOSS development (the bazaarmodel). In terms ofmotivations, the initial
decisionforproposingFOSSproductswasdrivenbythefocalactors,or“championsof
change”. In thehealth information systemcase, the focalactorswere theMinistryof
Health information system officers, who proposed the health information system
process. When the HISP team joined the reform process, a reproblematisation took
place,andHISPbecameafocalactor(seedetailedpresentationinPaperII).TheHISP
project then proposed theDHIS software based on its experienceworkingwith this
software. In the SARIS case, the focal actors proposed to use FOSS technologies to






cost, customised by local developers (even if paiddevelopers), and then installed in
any number of computers in the country to be appealing. In the SARIS case, the
softwarewasdevelopedwithoutanycontract.Theuniversitylaterhadtopayfordata
migrationandusersupport(seePaperIV).Thus,thefreedomtousethesoftwarefor
anypurpose in anynumber of computers (Presens, 2005) and lower entry cost level
weremajormotivationsforstakeholderstobeenrolledinthecontestedFOSSsolutions.
Despite themotivations revealed here, the transformation processwas riddledwith
many challenges. Specifically, the constraints of the development process were
threefold: (1) misunderstanding of the FOSS philosophy, (2) limited technical
infrastructure, and (3) limitedcompetenceofFOSS technologies.At thebeginningof
the twoprojects, therewere feweffortsmadetoensure that theFOSSproductswere
open source software.A thoroughqualificationof the twoprojectswaspresented in
Paper V. This demonstrates misunderstanding of the FOSS philosophy. Developers
andusersinthetwoprojectstreatedtheirsoftwareasFOSSproducts.However,later
on, slowly the two applications improved; for example, there were attached FOSS
compatiblelicenses,andthatthenqualifiedthemasFOSSproducts.
Technical infrastructures, which include availability of computers, computer
accessories, and Internet, are serious issues influencing FOSS development in




Furthermore, there is an issue inmanaging the FOSS technologies.Despite the high
profileofthedevelopers(universitygraduates),managingFOSStechnologiessuchas






This theme emerged during analysis of project organization and software
development. The findings indicated that the actual processes of project
implementation were organised as follows: paid developers were used in place of
volunteers; therewasdirected colocateddevelopment instead of community virtual
teamdevelopment;andtolargeextent,projectorganisationwasbottomup.TheSARIS
project was a bottomup process in the sense that the peripheral organs of the
university (departments and faculties) adopted and used the system before being
approved by a university authority. In the health system case study, although the
political negotiations started at theministry level, the implementation started at the
peripherals(atdistrictlevels).
Furthermore, contributions from external developers were received in the form of
“handson” and “howto” forms. “Handson” occurred when external developers
visitedthelocaldevelopmentteamanddemonstratedhowtoprogramafunction.This
was the case with the DHIS, where developers from the HISP network visited the
development site in Zanzibar in order to support the local team. In the “howto”
model, local developers received external support through guidelines. The howto






the respective projects (see Paper II and Paper IV). Culturallyimmersed leaders are
projectleaderswhocomefromthesameorganisation.Forexample,intheSARIScase
study,theprojectleaderwasaninternalstaffmemberwhoheldapostforexamination
regulations. In thehealth informationsystemcase, thedevelopment teamwasunder
the sixthhealth information systemsectionof theMinistryofHealth inZanzibar. In
addition, in the two projects, there was substantial involvement of political
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negotiations between the local networks and the global networks. The political
negotiationswereneededtoguaranteeagreementonfundamentalissues,forexample,
formulating a minimum list of health data elements and health indicators. Notable
political negotiation outputs from the SARIS project included the design of new
examination templates and a new format for student registration numbers. The net
effect of using socially culturallyimmersed andpolitical negotiationswas to build a
community around the FOSS products. Political negotiations were featured even in
selectingandcontractingFOSSdevelopersinthestudiedprojects.
One of the key elements of the interessement phase of the translation process was
software demonstration. The two projects used a similar strategy of extracting data
fromlegacysystemsandloadingthemtothesoftwareinordertodemonstratetousers
and stakeholders. Software demonstration and consultative workshops helped to
convince actors that the contested tools promoted by the focal actors were fully
functional.Aspresentedinthecasestudies,aseriesofusertrainingwasorganisedas
offsitetrainingandonsitetraining.Thus,thecommunitiesaroundtheseprojectswere







This chapter contains the implications and contributions of the thesis. Section 6.1
presents implications of the findingswith respect to the FreeOpen Source Software
(FOSS) development in the context of Information Systems (IS) in developing
countries. Section 6.2 presents practical contributions as strategies formaking FOSS




revisited in a different context: the Information Systems (IS) domain in developing
countries.UnliketheinfrastructuredomainwhereFOSSdevelopersarealsotheuser,
in the information systems domain, users are not developers. Also,while there is a
significant amount of FOSS literature on infrastructureproducts and in the resource
rich context, this thesis examines the FOSS phenomenon in a resource poor context,
whereFOSSdevelopmentis lessstudied.This thesisexaminesthecharacteristicsand
thedevelopmentprocessesof theDHISandSARIS inorder tocompareandcontrast
with them the way the literature presents FOSS characteristics and development
process.
InChapter2of this thesis, theFOSSphenomenonwasexploredtobetterunderstand












Thediscussionof theFOSSphenomenon inSection2.2.3of this thesishighlights the
fact that license is the only institution in the governance structure of FOSS projects
(Bonnaccorsci & Rossi, 2003) that distinguishes FOSS from other types of software.
License is the significant marker and required characteristic of any FOSS product
(Feller & Fitzgerald, 2002). Users in developing countries should carefully watch
software license rights from the onset of their projects. The findings of this study
revealedanadhocwayofqualifyingFOSSproductswhenatentativequalificationof





DHIS, for example, has been presented as flexible open source software in various
works (e.g., Braa & Hedberg, 2002; Braa et al., 2004; Gjerull, 2006; Lungo, 2003;
Nhampossa, 2006). In addition, organisations that support the DHIS in various
countries advertise it as FOSS products, e.g., projectwebsites in India (HISPINDIA,
2008), Nigeria (HISPNIGERIA, 2008), Tanzania (BEANISH, 2007), and South Africa
(HISP,2007).
The SARIS software is advertised as a platform independent FOSS product. The
foundersofSARIShaveused thisargument to impressuniversities that thesoftware
canbeaccessedfromanycomputerplatformattheuniversity(e.g.,Windows,Linux,
or Mac). Today, the company that supports SARIS development supports other
establishedFOSSproducts suchasvTigerCRM,webERPaccounting software, FOSS
basedContentManagement Systems (Joomla!,Mambo, andTypo3) and it advertises




It is important toqualifyFOSSproducts throughtheirappliedlicenses.Additionally,
this qualification process should take place right from the beginning of a project in
ordertoavoidconfusionwithpublicdomainsoftware.Usersareensuredthekindsof
freedomenvisioned inFOSS through licenses.Despite early findingson theway the
softwaredeviates fromFOSSqualifications, at the timeofwriting, thedevelopers of
theDHIS and SARIS hadmade efforts to ensure that their applications qualified as
FOSSproducts.SARISsoftwareusestheGNUGeneralpubliclicense(Stallman,2002),
a highly restrictive FOSS license (vonHippel& vonKrogh, 2006). TheDHIS license
readsasfollows:







Drawing form the technology translation (Nhampossa, 2006) and the networks of
action (Braa et al., 2004), the thesis indicates that use of FOSS products facilitates
sustainable networks. As with the DHIS in Zanzibar, the software application was
sharedfromadifferentcountry,andlocaldevelopersinZanzibarweresupportedby
experienceddevelopersfromtheHISPnetwork.Theformationofnetworksofactionis
important in sharing knowledge in order to facilitate the translation of software in
order to accommodate local requirements. Given the low rate of IT professional
recruitmentinthepublicsector(Ciborra&Nevarra,2005),developingcountrieswould
benefit if they could formnetworks around software applications, the knowledge of
which should be public domain. Thus, the benefit of using FOSS products in
developing countries is the facilitation of networks, collaboration, and sharing of
softwareapplications.
Specifically, this thesis recommends adoption of FOSS products in developing
countriesforthefollowingreasons:FOSSisameansofacquiringknowledge;itavoids
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locking into a situation, it allows culturallyimmersed leaders (champions) to
demonstratetheirideaslive;anditfosterspoliticalintegrationincontestedareassuch
as vertical health programmes (as discussed in paper II and Paper IV). In the case





In the DHIS case, the circle formed by introducing the idea of demo software was
shortlivedbecause the softwarewasnotdeveloped fromscratch. In theSARIScase,
the tools for developing the software (PHP and MySQL) came prepackaged in a
server, a situation which allowed purchasing initial platforms for developing the
softwarewithoutdiscussion.Apreworkingversionofthesystem(asintheDHIScase)




Information systems are context sensitive; thus, software cannot be transferred from
one context to another, but must be transferred and translated (Nhampossa, 2006).
Translationmeansthatthesoftwareneedstobeadaptedtolocalneeds.Theprocessof
adaptationof software (customisation) leads to expenses that exceed thebuying cost
(license cost). Expenses related to FOSS products in information systems are due to
personnel costs,hardware requirements,opportunitycosts,and trainingcosts,which
togethermakeuptheTotalCostofOwnership(TCO)ofsoftware.
Thefindingsofthisthesisindicatethatinthehealthinformationsystemproject,there
were contracted developers who earnedmonthly salaries. Also there were frequent
visitsofexperts fromdifferentcountries toZanzibar inaneffort to support the local
developmentteam.Inadditiontodirectcostsforsustainingthedevelopers,therewere
additional costs for training users, piloting the software, and facilitatingworkshops
between stakeholders. In the SARIS case, there were costs for migrating data from
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legacy systems to the softwareplususer support services.This implied that FOSS is
notfreeofcharge.Rather,thereareassociatedcosts,ofwhichFOSSadoptersneedto
be aware. Other costs for adopting FOSS are associated with Internet dependence.
WithFOSS,developersneedtobeconnectedonline,buttheInternetisexpensive.The
caseofdownloadingearlyversionsoftheDHISinanexpensivehotelatteststothis.
One additional justification for proposing FOSS in developing countries is low
expenditure on ICTs. It is taken for granted that because of the privatecollective
investmentmodel of innovation practices (vonHippel& vonKrogh, 2006), FOSS is
cheaperthanproprietarysoftware.ThisisduetoFOSSdevelopmentbeingfinancedby
individualsbutbeingrevealedfreelyinthepublicdomain.ProponentsofFOSSargue
that the freedom envisioned in the FOSS philosophy does not mean that FOSS
applicationsarenotforsale.Stallman(2002)arguesthattheword“free”inFOSSdoes
not imply FOSS products are free of charge. However, most FOSS products in
infrastructure platforms, such as operating systems, database management systems,
andmanymore,canbeobtainedforfree(downloadandinstall).
In this study, the findings revealed that the use of FOSS development lowers ICT
expendituredueto(a)freeofchargesoftware,(b)softwarerunningonoldhardware,
(c) software running on generic mass produced hardware, and (d) low support
contracts (see Paper I). Paper I of the thesis, which presented a comparison of the
license costs between proprietary software and open source software, revealed that
FOSS products costs are low. Similar conclusions were reached in a comparison
betweenproprietary softwareandFOSS software,whichwasalmostalways cheaper




The thesis indicated that developers do not own the means of production, such as
computers.TheInternetwastooexpensivefordeveloperstohaveconstantaccess.In
addition, the developers were not familiar with the working practices and user
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requirements of the computerised information systems. Developers met in a single





This research revealed that softwaredevelopershave little experiencewitheconomic
andtechnologicalchallengesinthedevelopingcountries.Asaresult,developersneed




contribute to source codes and user requirements online as the FOSS literature
suggests.Thefindingsofthisthesisrevealedaseriesofusertrainingworkshopswhich
coveredcomputerliteracycoursesandadvancedcoursesondatabaseapplications.The
DHIS users were trained to switch on/off computers, use operating systems, word
processing, and spreadsheets; then they were trained to use the DHIS software. In
contrast, the FOSS literature revealed that users contributed source codes,
documentation, or translation. In other words, they were computer literate. The
implication drawn here is that FOSS development process in this context takes a
differentrouteinordertoaccommodatetheseunintendedissues.
Ithasbeenargued thatbecauseofmodulebasedarchitecture,FOSSproductsenable
shared and concurrent software development (Câmara & Fonseca, 2007; Feller &




divide the applications into small segments that couldbe checkedout by individual
developers over the Internet because of not using objectoriented development (see
PaperIVandPaperV).Furthermore,inthetwoprojects,therewerenoversioncontrol
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tools suchasCVS that enabledistributeddevelopers to checkout sourcecodes.This
led to reinvention of the software development, where the development teamwas
supported indifferentways other than as toldby theFOSSdevelopmentprinciples.
Insteadofreceivingsourcecodecontributions,thedevelopmentteamreceiveda“how
to” support fromdistantdevelopers. Inmost cases, the localdevelopment teamwas
toldhow to implement a functionality insteadof receiving apieceof source code to
integratewiththesoftware.
In addition to a howto support through emails, SMS, and telephones, the local
development teamreceivedhandsonsupport.Experiencedglobaldevelopersvisited
thesiteinZanzibarandworkedtogetherwithalocaldevelopmentteam.Althoughthis
approach made the development process more expensive, it gave the developers
greater access to technical support and generally fostered the development process.
These workaround approaches contributed to our understanding of FOSS
development. Inaddition togloballydistributeddeveloperswhocontributesoftware
source codes, howto and handson contributions are necessary for coping with




including computers and Internet connections. Second, Internet access is limitedand
expensive.ThisresultedinreinventionofFOSSdevelopment,wheredevelopershad




use for their respective software (see Paper V). Similar observation on delayed
decisionswasnoted inDHIS2project,aprojectwhichaimedto implement theDHIS
softwareusingJavatechnologies. It ispresentedthat, ‘duringthe firstoneandahalf
years of theproject, therewere several attempts to start adebate around theproper
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licenseforDHIS2.Noneoftheseattemptstookoff,andnodecisiononthismatterwas
made’ (Nordal, 2006, p.61). This is exactly the opposite of the practical advice
suggested in the literature, which argues that a FOSS project should start with the
decision of license from the first days (Fogel, 2006). In the established FOSS
developmentcontext,licensingisoneofthedrivingfactorscontributorsusetodecide
whetherornottoparticipateinaproject(vonHippel&vonKrogh,2006).FOSS’snovel
legal arrangements, such as “copyleft,” provide an important point of engagement
(Coleman,2004b).
Use incentive is a motivation factor for developers to contribute in a FOSS project
(Hertel et al., 2003; von Hippel, 2005). Other authors attribute the tendency of free
revealing of FOSS developers to enjoyment, payments, and obligation motivations
(Feller & Fitzgerald, 2002; Ghosh et al, 2002; Lakhani &Wolf, 2005). FOSS licenses
definetherestrictionsandflexibilityforaparticularFOSSapplication(Lerner&Tirole,
2005).This implies that inorderfordevelopers todecideon joiningandcontributing
onaproject,theyfirstexaminethelicenseofaparticularprojectcarefully.However,in
thecasestudiesofthisthesis,thedeveloperswerenottheintendedusersofthesystem,
and they joined the projects without evaluating licences. As presented in Table 5.1,
developerswererecruited.Coleman(2004b)argued that themostcommonchallenge
in presenting FOSS in developing countries is not misconceptions on the part of
stakeholders,butnoconceptions.There is inadequateunderstandingof thetechnical,
social,andlegal intricaciesofFOSS(Coleman,2004b).Inaddition,FOSStechnologies
anditsdevelopmentarrangementstoreflecttheBazaarmodel(Raymond,2001)were
not well tolerated by the social conditions of the context of my studies. This was
demonstratedinmycasestudiesduringtheinitialdaysofthestudiedprojects(Paper
V).
The fact that these projects did not yet have licenses demonstrated that different
strategieswereused for recruitingdevelopers. Specifically, the roleof licensesat the
beginning of the projects was perceived to be less important as compared to the
principles of FOSS development. The justification that licensing attracts contributors
thenispragmatic.Intheinformationsystemsdomain,theimportanceofFOSSlicenses
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is undermined because developers have no use incentive. They have payment
incentive; thus they are recruited just like other developers in proprietary software.

















hence, it requires updating.One of the limitations of theGPL v2 is that it does not
explicitlyaddressthecontributionsofindividualsintheformofSoftwareasaService
(SaaS). SaaS is a software application delivery model in which a software vendor
develops a webnative software application and hosts and operates (either
independentlyorthroughathirdparty)theapplicationforusebyitscustomersover
the Internet (Shakermover, 2008). In the SaaS model, customers do not pay for the
software itself but rather for access. This business model is more suitable in
information systems, where users are charged for using the software, just as they
wouldbechargedforotherservicessuchaselectricity.Forexample,intheSARIS,itis
logicaltohostthesysteminspecialfacilitiesinsteadofaskingeachsmalluniversityto
run an expensive computer server for hosting just one small database. This is not
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coveredby theGPLv2because the licence saysyouneed togiveaway the software
withitssourcecode.However,whatifcustomersreceiveitasaservice?
6.1.5TheRoleofPoliticalNegotiationsinFOSSDevelopmentandUse
The case studies of the thesis featured twonetworks: local andglobal networks (see
Section 4.4 in Chapter 4). While the local networks were featured by a technical
development team and local users, the global networkwas featured by the donors,
vertical programmes, and managers of the two information systems (see Paper II).
Specifically, in the DHIS case, involvement of the Ministry of Health officers in
Zanzibarandinternationalorganisations(WHOandDANIDA)washigh.TheMinistry
of Health provided a taskforce of six highly ranked health officers to represent the
government inthedevelopmentprocessof the informationsystem.DANIDAfunded
the project and WHO provided guidelines such as health data dictionary and
indicators. In the SARIS case (as presented in Paper IV, Paper V and Table 4.6 of
Chapter 4), theuniversity authority appointed a team thatdeveloped a template for






suggests thatFOSS in informationsystemsrequirespolitical support.This isbecause






in information systems, specifically in the Tanzanian context, and generally in
developingcountries.InChapter3ofthisthesisisaconceptualanalysisofarchetypal
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situations that can lead to FOSS development failures in the context of information




















Thepractical contributionsof the thesiswere strategies tobridge the identifiedgaps




developing countries, the two are the main sponsors of ICT initiatives. FOSS
developmentaswellhasnoexceptions;itneedstobegovernmentfundedinorderto
be viable (Câmara & Fonseca, 2007). Law and Callon (1992) argued that global
networks of a project are a set of relations that can be seen as being outside of the
project’slocalsettingsandcontext,builtup,deliberatelyorotherwise,andenablingthe
project to takeplacewith the resources it provides, includingmoney, expertise, and
political support. In contrast, the developer of a FOSS project consists of the local
networks(Law&Callon,1992),asetofrelations insidetheprojectandnecessaryfor




The developer–sponsor gap concept goes beyond the adoption of software designed
for the private sector in the public sector (Heeks, 2003). In the empirical findings in
Table 5.1, there were misconceptions concerning the FOSS philosophy, political
negotiations,andsupportcontractsfromexternalvendors.Inanykindofsponsorsand
developersrelationship,understandingtheFOSSphilosophy,politicalbrokering,and
promoting the private sector are important steps towards bridging the developer
sponsor gap. Specifically, in order for FOSS development to be successful in the
information systems contextof adeveloping country, there is aneed topromote the
FOSS philosophy. The participants of a project need to understand the FOSS
philosophy.
StrategiestoFacilitateUnderstandingoftheFOSSphilosophy
In bridging the gap between developers and sponsors, first both parties need to
understand the FOSS philosophy. For example, in Paper V of the thesis, the two
applications did not pass the FOSS qualification analysis, although the two
applications were treated as FOSS products. While the developers understood the
FOSSphilosophy,thephenomenonwaslittleknownbysponsors.AsColeman(2004b)
argued, the public sectors lack adequate understanding of the technical, social, and
legal intricacies of FOSS. FOSS developers need to develop simple vocabularies
connected to thegoals of the clients of the information systems. For example, in the
SARIS case study, although the developers were interested in FOSS products, their
main justifications were to address the identified drawbacks of the manual student
informationsystem.TheargumentwasthatFOSSfostersuserinvolvementandequips
focalactorswithtoolsnotrequiringsignificantinitialinvestment.
With the DHIS case study, the agendawas also health information system reforms.
Once thediscussionbetween sponsors anddevelopersbecame serious, inpresenting
the technology, FOSS terminologies were carefully chosen to ensure that those
vocabularies meshed with the goals of the client systems. For example, the
egalitarianismprinciples of access anddisseminationmandated in the FOSS licenses






networks is a good exercise for each party in understanding FOSS. This thesis
contributesastrategyofmappingthosemotivatingandconstrainingissuestoproject
networks(Figure6.1).
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Figure6.1:MappingofFOSSIssuesMotivatingandConstrainingtoProjectNetworks
The first andmost important issue is to make sure that the two networks have an
understandingandareawarethattheirprojectfallsunderthedefinitionofFreeOpen
SourceSoftware(FOSS).Hence,FOSSphilosophyisatthecentreofthetwoextremes.
The constraining and motivating issues are then mapped (Figure 6.1) in order to
redirect appropriately issues arising during the implementation of the project. For
example,while localnetworksaddressissueslikeensuringcompatibility, integration,








The second strategy for bridging the developer–sponsor gap is gaining political
support. Berg (2001) observed that the process of implementing patient care
information system can only get off the ground when properly supported by both 
central management and future users. Workinginthecontextofinformationsystemsin
developing countries requirespolitical strategies thatmobilise stakeholders to accept
thecontestedsolution(Braaetal.,2004).Agoodexample is theapproachofHISP in
Zanzibar and other countries. HISP enters fully into politics through two main
approaches: setting up local facilities in a bottomup fashion and engaging in
negotiationswithhealthofficers (Braaetal., 2004).This implies that inorder togain
politicalsupportfromauthorities,localpresenceandvividexamplesofthesolutionare
necessary.Forexample,whenworkinginZanzibar,HISPcreatedalocaldevelopment
team equipped with an office and a residence house. Local politicians and health
managers were convinced that the development team had a local presence with a
telephonenumbertocallincaseimmediateusersupportwasrequired(asdiscussedin
PaperII).






facilities is necessary to create a sense of security for users of the FOSS products in
information systems. This strategy was also adopted in the SARIS project, where a
private company was registered to ensure the clients that there was an entity
supportingthedevelopmentofSARISsoftwareandhenceitscontinuity.
This approach implies that the private sector is indispensable to providing local
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technicalsupportandcompetitioninservicesthatcanputFOSSapplicationsonlevel






a project. As presented earlier, local developers benefit from the support of global
developers. However, due to contextual social conditions, the two camps (global
developers and local developers) may practise FOSS development principles
differently. In Tanzaniawith its “collective culture” (see Section 3.5.2 in Chapter 3),
softwaredevelopersareunmotivatedtoengageinseriousdiscussionswithstrangers.
This generally affects their online communication behaviour. As Fitzgerald (2006)
argued, language isanotherbarrier.AlthoughEnglish is taught inTanzaniaand isa
mediumof instruction at secondary schools andhigher learning institutions, several
studies attest to the difficulties teachers and students face in mastering the English





developers, this thesis encourages “mutual learning”. Global and local developers
should come together as jamaa. That is sharing their software and knowledge for
mutual benefit as inUjamaa policy (Nyerere, 1968).As indicated inTable 5.1, global
developerswho provided handson support to the local team learned the local user
requirementsandchallenges.Thatis,inthecourseofcollaboration,globaldevelopers




better understand the challenges faced by local developers in implementing FOSS
principles. In the course of collaboration between global developers and local
developers,learningoccursespeciallythroughsharingsourcecodesandprogramming
techniques.




ForTanzania tobenefit fromandcontribute toFOSSdevelopment, itneeds toequip
software developers with skills related to FOSS development. Higher learning
institutions should be encouraged to update their IT curriculum. Currently, higher
learning institutions in Tanzania offer computer science programmes. However, in
order for these universities to equip computer science graduates with FOSS
development knowledge, their curriculum should be focused. Specifically, object





concepts on the difference between proprietary and open source technologies. At
secondaryschools,amorecomprehensivecurriculumonFOSStechnologiesshouldbe
introduced. For those schools equipped with computers, open source desktop
applicationsshouldbeusedinthecomputerrooms.Attertiarycollegesandathigher
learning institutions, students who are majoring in computer science should be
introducedtobeabletomasterFOSSprogrammingtechnologiesindetail.
6.2.3BridgingLocalDeveloper–LocalUserGap
This designreality archetypal situation occurs primarily because developers are not
familiarwiththecontextofinformationsystems.TheadoptionofFOSSisaspecialcase
because users have inadequate understanding of the phenomenon and FOSS
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developershave little experiencewith the challengesusers face inmanaging ICTs in
this context. Specific strategies for bridging these gaps are important. In the HISP
project, this issue has been explored in detail under various headings such as user




Nhampossa argued that to facilitate communication between with the strong
bureaucratic and hierarchical environment of the health sector, mediation strategy
would facilitate communication between local developers and users. In addition to
mediationstrategy,adoptionofshortandlongtermvisionsfordealingwiththeskills
orcapacitydevelopmentofhealthstaffisneeded(Nhampossa,2006).Nhampossadid
not argue how to achieve mediation and capacity building, but rather provided
necessaryapproachesforfacilitatinguserparticipation.
Thecontributionof this thesis isadetailed insightonorganisingparticipatoryaction
research anduser training. The participatory processes in the two case studieswere
organised around the software products (see Paper II and Paper III). Stakeholders
collaborated to design tools for collecting data to be entered in the software and







Thisapproachofappointingspecial committees toworkwith the technical team isa
different reorganisation of user participation. This arrangement facilitates better
dialoguebetweenusersanddevelopersbecausebothteamsplanandexecuteactivities
oftheproject.Thisapproachismuchmoresustainablethanworkingwithasingleuser
because of the high turnover of workers in the education and health sectors.
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Moreover, special teams ensure reliable communications between the technical team
and the higher authority, as they become mediators between the sponsors and
developersnetworks.
In the DHIS project, users were trained in computer literacy (how to switch on
computers,operatesystems,andusewordprocessingandspreadsheetsapplications);
thentheyweretrainedonrealissuesinvolvingthedatabaseinformationsystem.Inthe
SARIS project, users were trained on the Internet course first, then the database
information system. The developers recognised that users must be given general
knowledgebeforebeinggiven complex trainingofdatabase systems. In caseswhere
computer illiteracy ishigh, firstweneedto introduceusers tocomputerapplications
beforeprovidingthemadvancedknowledgeonmanagingcomputerdatabasesystems.





This thesis presented the Interpretive Participatory Action Research study of the
adoptionofFreeOpenSourceSoftware(FOSS)inthedomainofinformationsystems
in Tanzania. The case studies of the thesis were the implementation of the Health
Information System (HIS) in Zanzibar and the implementation of the Student
Academic Register Information System (SARIS) at the University of DaresSalaam.




Those objectives were (1) to develop an alternative explanation of the Free Open
Source Software phenomenon in the context of information systems in developing
countries.;and(2)toanalyseandaddressthechallengesshapingFOSSdevelopmentin
order toenableTanzania inparticularanddevelopingcountries ingeneral tobenefit
fromadoptingFOSS.Thethesisdrewonthesocialsystemsperspective,whichargues
thattechnologicalchangesareinherentlyaffectedbysocialtechnicalconditionsofthe
society. Ignoringthoseconditions leads towideneddesignrealitygaps (Heeks,2003)
linkedtothefailureofmanyICTinitiativesindevelopingcountries.
A thorough structuring of the FOSS literature under six headings (philosophy,
intellectualpropertyrights,transformation,economics,motivations,andstakeholders)
waspresented.Thisstructuralanalysisoftheliteraturealloweddetailedexplorationof
theFOSSphenomenon.However, despite thevarious conceptspresented, this thesis
focused on issues related to FOSS development (transformation aspect). The thesis
concluded that while FOSS proponents have been using various justifications for
proposingFOSSindevelopingcountries,somearepragmaticandthushardtoconnect
with the reality of the immediate and longtermgoals of the information systems in
developing countries. Some examples of the problematic justifications are: (a) FOSS
license as a tool for attracting source code contributors and (b) thenotion that FOSS
products are cheaper. The thesis argued that there is a terriblemisunderstanding of
softwarelicensesinthiscontext;thus,theargumentthatdeveloperswouldjust joina
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projectdue to license conditions is justnot credible. Inaddition, implementingopen
source information systems involves substantial engagement of developers,who are
nottheusersofthesystem.Thesedeveloperswouldneedtolearnuserrequirements,
communicatewith and trainusers, and involve external experts, all ofwhichwould
increasethetotalcostofowningthesoftware.
The second objective was fulfilled through identifying and proposing strategies for
bridging the designreality gaps. Three archetypal situations that hamper FOSS
developmentininformationsystems,especiallyinadevelopingcountrylikeTanzania,
were identified. Those situations were developer – sponsor gap, global developer–local
developergap,and local developer–localusergap.Strategies forclosing thesegapswere
the practical contributions of the thesis. To bridge the developer–sponsor gap, the
thesisarguedthatfocusingonunderstandingFOSSphilosophy,politicalnegotiations,
and strengthening the private sector are crucial. As FOSS development promotes
participationof globallydistributeddevelopers, this thesis asserted that the effort to
understandcultureandcapacitybuildingthroughproximitytotechnicalsupportand
facilitating mutual learning if practiced would help to bridge the global–local
developer gap. Mutual sharing concept of Ujamaa policy was recommended.
Furthermore,theneedtopromoteFOSStechnologiescurriculumingeneralandobject–
oriented software development in particular in higher learning institutions was
emphasised. The last gap, the local developer – local user gap, could be addressed
throughparticipatoryactionsandusertraining,includingcomputerliteracycourses.
Summingup,thecontributionsofthethesisincludedreconceptualisationoftheFOSS
phenomenon through the argument that contextual socialtechnical conditions
influence the transformation of FOSS in developing countries. Reconceptualisation
implies thatdue to social and technical challenges,FOSSdevelopmentdoesnot take
placeinthesamewayinwhichthedevelopmentispresentedintheliterature.Inorder
for developing countries to benefit fromFOSSdevelopment, this thesis argues to be
aware of the influence of socialtechnical conditions on the development of open
source information systems, and call for the development of specific strategies to
address the design–reality gaps associated with the FOSS development process.
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